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Abstract 

An increasing problem faced by the inhabitants of the world of software and 
hardware is how to learn using software packages ettectively in a short time 
without much effort or frustration. 
In this study we concentrate on the advantages and disadvantages of both 
speech and text as modes tor presenting Help information by a computer. We 
compared the performance of the so-called Text subjects (subjects who got 
Help information displayed on a screen) with the performance of the so-called 
Speech subjects (Subjects who got Help information audible through head
phones). This Help information consisted of instructions for manipulation of a 
script- and a voice-annotation system by using speech commands. The script
annotation system contained two pages of a scientific report in English and 
annotations (i.e. remarks about how to make corrections in the text) that could 
be evoked as typed text on the screen. The voice-annotation system contained 
the same pages of text, but here the annotations could be evoked as a voice 
that told how to make the corrections in the text. 
The experiment that was carried out showed no clear differences between 
Speech and Text subjects expressed in measures of processing time, accuracy, 
efficiency, confidence in knowledge, goal-directedness and dexterity in handling 
the mouse. 
However, based on the higher scores of Speech subjects on the measures of 
effectivity and comprehension it was concluded that spoken Help information 
was better remembered than printed Help information. 

These measures were based on the one hand on how well subjects answered 
questions about the annotation systems, and on the other hand on the way in 
which subjects absorbed the information of the Help system. 
To explore whether these results could be generalized to a more realistic set
ting, we carried out another experiment. This so-called post-hoc experiment 
meant that 6 subjects actually leamed to work with the voice-annotation system 
by either using the spoken Help information or using the printed Help informa
tion. At the end of this experiment subjects had to fill in a questionnaire. 
The obtained data (qualitative and quantitative) showed that both Speech and 
Text subjects of this second experiment learned to use the voice-annotation sys
tem in an acceptable way. Finally, though no statistica! evidence is present and 
therefore no generalization is allowed, the indication on basis of the question
naire is, that the subjects who learned by means of Speech help comprehended 
the system somewhat better than the subjects who learned by means of Text 
help. 
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1 . lntroduction 

The world of today produces more and more software packages that are useful 
for all sorts of purposes. Aanging from playing a game of chess to assisting 
managers plan projects and manage their companies. Aanging from calculating 
the scores in a football pool to executing statistica! tests. 
Some of these packages can be leamed by just diving in and finding out their 
working by trial-and-error. For example, Schwartz & Norman (1986) conclude on 
basis of the fact that they do not find significant differences, that with highly 
meaningful menus training is not an important consideration. Users may familiar
ize themselves with the system by trial-and-error exposure to the menutree or 
through a study of the global tree with equal effect. 
However not all software programmes can be leamed that way, especially not 
those that lack a menu system. Moreover the method of trial and error is time 
consuming and frustrating. Those aspects explain the recent shift of interest 
trom software to documentation and training from the manufacturer·s point of 
view, as is signalized by Bulthuis (1987) . Therefore most software is accom
panied by thick rnanuals. Yet in practica users do not seem to learn the essen
tial properties by reading the manuals. This is confirmed by the results of a 
study by Pot, Padmos and Brouwers (1986), namely 28.8 % of 222 users of 
software used for editing and data processing tasks, and simple evocation and 
control tasks actually learned from manuals, whereas 26.6 % got instructions 
from the suppliers, 4.5 % followed a course in spare time, but the larger part, 
viz. 76.1 %, asked collegues for help. 
This situation can be improved by putting the manual into the program, or by 
implementing assistance that gives on-line instructions, as is suggested by 
Bulthuis (1987) . 

1.2 ESPRIT 
The experiment that will be discussed here is carried out in the framework of the 
ESPRIT-project (European Strategie Programma of Research and Development 
in Information Technology) and falls as such under the scope of HUFIT (HUman 
Factors in Information Technology) . An important issue in the HUFIT-project is 
applications of software in an office environment, especially using a speech 
interface. Results from previous experiments within the scope of HUFIT (Kraaij, 
1987, 1988) offered starting-points for further research. 
Kraaij (1988) had 18 subjects work with two annotation systems which could be 
manipulated by the use of speech commands. In the script condition subjects 
could evoke annotations, that were thereupon shown on the screen of a Sun
workstation, and in the speech condition subjects could evoke annotations that 
were thereupon played by a taperecorder and could be heard through ear
phones. The task was to make changes in a printed text on basis of the evoked 
annotations. Next to qualitative data obtained from an inquiry, also quantitative 
data were obtained from measures of processing times of each evoked annota
tion. The annotations were distinguished in 3 categories, based on the level of 
Janguage processing (viz.: letter-level, word-level or sentence-level) at which the 
changes had to be made. 
An analysis of variance showed that on sentence-level there was a significant 
difference in processing times, i.e.: script annotations are processed significantly 
f aster than voice annotations. However, no other . significant differences 
between both versions were found, possibly because of the uncontrollable vari
able of number of rejections and misrecognitions of speech comrnands. While 
those rejections and misrecognitions were not registrated, they could not be 
expelled from the data. 
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Furthermore the comparison between voice and script-annotations was probably 
biased by a greater percentage misrecognitions and rejections in case of the 
voice-annotation system, than in case of the script-annotation system, Evidence 
carne from the inquiry, that showed that in case of the voice-annotation system 
nearly all subjects mention rejections as a source of annoyance , whereas it is 
remarkable that no one encountered serious problems in the script-annotation 
system, two subjects mention some rejections, but they were no source of irrita
tion. 
Thus as Kraaij says: The major problem in the experiment turned out to be 
speech recognition. Furthermore Kraaij suggests that more attention should be 
paid to the training session, because especially inexperienced users should be 
trained in a short time up to a level where they can work with the system in an 
acceptible way. 

Based on these experiences it is not only logica! to shift attention to the imple
mentation of an efficient Help System in genera!, but even more specificalty to 
the implementation of a Help system for the annotation systems of Kraaij. 

Therefore, in order to know more about how a Help System should be applied 
and to investigate the media Speech and Text, the instructions of the experi
ment of Kraaij were used in this study. 
The topic of this study is a comparison between two modes of information 
presentation: 

(a) presenting instructions in text mode, i.e.: displayed as text on a computer
screen in the so called Text version (T version) . 

(b) presenting instructions in speech mode, i.e.: audible as speech through 
headphones in the so-called Speech version (S version). 

To be able to make this comparison reliable, both modes were equalized as well 
as possible. Although this is a basic constraint in every experimental com
parison, it had to be violated in some aspects during the design of the experi
ment. 
The differences between both versions are justified by the basic view of main
taining typical advantages of the medium used. For in a practical situation one 
should also cope with those features that are inherent to the medium that is 
used. 
We will focus on this point of view in chapter 3. In the analysis of the data we 
try to understand the impact of those differences on the data. 
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2. Method 

2.1 Materlal 
The experimental material consisted of an instructional text that could be read 
on a screen in text mode and could be heard in speechmode through head
phones. Aim of the instructions was to teach subjects how to work in an experi
mentaf setting with both a script-annotation system and a voice-annotation sys
tem. The instructions were divided in different pieces whi.ch were placed in a 
hierarchical structure based on the logical connections between the pieces. 
Every piece of text got a heading that functioned as a keyword, i.e. as an indi
cation of its contents. 
This keyword was also used to give appropriate names to so-called "buttons". 
A button was visible on the screen as a rectangle that contained a keyword. 
Subjects could choose a piece of the instructions by selecting and activating a 
specific button with the aid of a mouse. This could be done by moving the 
pointer in a rectangle and by then pressing the right mouse key. In both ver
sions the information that was asked tor was obtained by this action. 

2.2 Text verslon 
In the Text version the layout of the screen was organized in such a way that 
below each piece of text the selectable buttons were vertically ordered (see 
Appendix G). This ordering corresponded with the way in which those buttons 
were depicted in the structural overview. This overview was presented as a pic
ture of a tree structure with the instructional pieces as leaves attached to the 
branches of the tree. Because of lack of space (tor several parts of the instruc
tions covered most of the screen) this tree structure was visible as a small tree 
with nodes (without labels or keywords) in the lower right corner of the screen. 
This tree structure was shown to the subjects not only to give an overview of 
the instructional structure, but also to give feedback to the user about the posi
tion in which he or she was in the instructional hierarchy, by corresponclingly 
showing a black node. Furthermore the tree showed to the user at which states 
he or she had been once or more than once by making the relevant nodes gray. 
This is offered as a solution of the problem encountered by Engel(1983) viz. : 
unskilled users easily lose their bearings when searching for certain information, 
so they fail to find it. They seem to be uncertain about how they affived at the 
current point in the retrieval structure and about the way to follow in order to find 
the desired data. 

2.3 Speech verslon 
In the Speech version the complete screen was used to present the overview of 
the instructions {see Appendix H). Now more room was available so that all 
buttons were shown permanently. For now no room was needed for the instruc
tion text, because all information could be heard through headphones. 
Furthermore the tree structure gave feedback to the user about his or her posi
tion in the instructional hierarchy by showing correspondingly a black button and 
about previous positions by showing gray buttons. So the same principle used in 
the T version was used here. 

2.4 Dlfferences between the Text and the Speech verslon 
(1) Text subjects had indirect access to the pieces of instructions, whereas 

Speech subjects had direct access to the instructional pieces. 

(2) Text subjects can use two keys, whereas Speech subjects use one key 
during the process of going through the instructions. 
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(3) Text subjects do not have a complete overview of all keywords at once, 
whereas Speech subjects have such a complete overview perrnanently 
available. 

(4) In the Speech version four buttons: "pause", "retrack one sentence", 
"retrack two sentences" and "retrack four sentences" were added. Those 
buttons were not needed in the Text version. 

(5) Finally, the buttons used in the Speech version were two times smaller 
than the buttons used in the Text version. 

(6) The phrasings of the Text version are slightly different from the phrasings 
of the Speech version. 

These differences will be more deeply discussed in the following chapter under 
the heading: Justlficatlon of dlfferences between the Text and the Speech 
verslon. 

2.5 Design 
To avoid transfer effects between both versions, two different groups of subjects 
were selected; each sample consisted of 9 subjects. Each subject in the Text 
version was matched with a subject in the Speech version, so that 9 pairs of 
subjects were created. This is called a matched design with one treatment fac
tor (the conditions of presenting instructions in Speech or in Text). Within each 
pair the subjects were randomly assigned to one of the treatment conditions. 
The dependent variables in the design were: time spend in the first phase of the 
experiment (lnstruction-phase), time spend in the second phase of the experi
ment (Ouestion-phase), number of correct answers, number of answers by 
heart, nummer of correct answers by heart, number of correct answers after the 
target state was looked up, number of the wrong states that were retrieved 
before the target state was found and mean number of states that were 
repeated. 
During both phases of the experiment all input events, including the moments 
that subjects selected a new question in the Ouestion-phase, and the time 
between two inputs trom the subjects were registrated. All states that subjects 
had activated were also registrated. 

2.6 Subjects 
To be able to generalize results later on, a heterogenous sample was taken, i.e. 
subjects across pairs, varied on the following variables: 
• age 
• gender 
• level of education 
These three variables were supposed to offer pairs that should differ in way and 
ability of processing and absorbing information in genera!. 

Two other variables that were used, are: 
• degree of mouse experience 
• degree of computer experience . 
These two variables were supposed to off er pairs of subjects that should differ 
in way and ability of processing and absorbing the instructions of the present 
study in particular. 

On basis of these variables both samples were matched in order to compare the 
two versions of instruction presentation. Therefore each subject in the T version 
was paired with a subject in the S version who had, as much as possible, the 
same values on the variables mentioned above. 
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In this way four female pairs and five male pairs were constructed. Among the 
f emale pairs one pair was younger than 20 years old, one pair was between 21 
and 24, one pair was between 25 and 29 and one pair was older than 30. 
Among the male pairs one pair was younger than 20, three pairs were between 
21 and 24 and one pair was older than 25. 
As for the remaining variables it was less possible to match the pairs per1ectly 
due to the constraints posed upon the match by gender and age. We first 
matched on gender and age, because we supposed that these variables were 
more important characteristics by which the data could be influenced, than (in 
order of supposed importance) level of education, mouse experience and com
puter experience (Appendix F). 
Thus in the T version tour subjects were following or had followed education on 
an universitary level and five subjects on non-universitary level, whereas only 
three subjects in the S version were following or had completed education on an 
universitary level and six subjects on a non-universitary level. 
Furthermore tour subjects in the T version reported that they had rnouse experi
ence , one subjects reported that she had a little bit rnouse experience and tour 
subjects reported that they had no mouse experience at all, whereas in the S 
version one subject reported that he had mouse experience, three subjects 
reported that they had a little bit mouse experience and five reported that they 
had no mouse experience at all (see fig. 4c). 
Finally, in the T version six subjects reported computer experience, one subject 
reported that she had a little bit computer experience and two subjects none at 
all, whereas in the S version three subjects had computer experience, four a lit
tle bit and two none at all (see fig. 4d). 

2.7 Procedure 
Before starting with the actual experiment the subjects were asked to read care
fully the information printed on a sheet of paper (Appendix A). Then they were 
asked whether they knew what was meant by an "annotation". Independent of 
their answer the subjects were anyhow told what was maant by this term in the 
experiment in order to avoid misinterpretations. When the subjects started with 
the first phase of the experiment (the lnstruction-phase abbreviated as 1-phase), 
they only knew that they had to answer questions about the instructions after
wards. Our purpose was that the obtained time in the 1-phase (i.e.: 1-time) 
revealed how much time T and S subjects needed to complete the instructions. 
lt was important above all that they imagined they should be able to wor1< with 
the annotation systems immediately. Therefore they were not yet told, that they 
were permitted to return to the instructions during the second phase of the 
experiment (the Ouestion-phase abbreviated as O-phase). In this way the 
number of questions answered by heart and the number of correct answers by 
heart could be a measure of, respectively: 
• the "confidence" subjects had in their knowledge of the instructions and 
• the "efficiency" of the subjects. By "efficiency" is meant, the ability of sub
jects to answer questions correctly only on basis of the information absorbed in 
the 1-phase and not spending time in the O-phase (i.e.: 0-time) by looking up 
answers. · 

After completion of the 1-phase the subjects were told, that they were allowed to 
return to the instructions (see Appendix B). They were given this opportunity, 
because of the following reasons: 
• when the system will be applied in a real situation, it should function as an 
on-line help system. Therefore it is interesting to measure how many questions 
subjects answer correctly, independent of whether they answer them by he art or 
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not, to get a measure of "effectivity". 
By effectivity is meant a measure that indicates how well subjects had pro
cessed the instructions. This measure was supposed to be reflected in the 
number of correct answers to the questions in the O-phase. The more answers 
subjects gave correct, the more effective they were. 
• Furthermore it is interesting how many questions subjects answer after return
ing to the target state (i.e. the state in which the correct answer could be read 
or heard) to get a measure of "accuracy". 
• Finally, an interesting measure will be the number of states subjects looked 
up, before they found the correct state, as a measure of "goal-directedness". 

During the Q-phase subjects had to answer 18 questions (Appendix D) which 
were presented one-by-one in a "window" at the bottom of the screen. This 
way of presenting questions on the screen in a "window" apart f rom the instruc
tions themselves is along a line of thought developed by Cohill and Wil
liges(1985). They wanted to give the same possibility to on-line help as is 
present in hard-copy help, i.e. that subjects could make a side-by-side com
parison of the (editing) task and the help information. Their solution was to: 
pro vide the user of online HELP with the f acility to compare stored information 
with the task. This can be done by going to a split screen format when HELP is 
involved. The oldest portion of the task would disappear from the screen, to be 
reptaced with the HELPinformation. lt would also be desirable to control the 
scrofling of the HELPwindow independently of the task window. 
During the O-phase the subjects had to write down the answers to the questions 
on a piece of paper. Two questions (nr. 13 and nr. 16) were kept out of the sta
tistica! analysis afterwards, because they biased the results. For S subjects 
could get the correct answer of both questions directly trom the screen by look
ing at the buttons of the overview of the instructions, whereas T subjects did not 
have that possibility, for they had to go through the instructions before they 
found the answer. For S subjects it would therefore not be clear whether they 
had answered those questions by heart or not by heart. 

After completion of the screen questions the subjects were asked some ques
tions by the experimentator (Appendix C). All subjects participated indivicilally 
in the experiment and were paid tor their services. 

2.8 Apparatus 
2.8.1 Hardware: The instructions were displayed on a Sun-3/50-workstation, 
which has a monitor of 1152(horizontally) x 900(vertically) pixels. In case of the 
Speech instructions the instructions were first recorded on video-tape, then 
copied to a Revox open-reel recorder and finally copied to the hard-disk of a 
Philips PC P3200. The PC that functioned as a digital recorder, was controlled 
by the Sun-computer. The speech instructions were audible through Sennheiser 
HD425 headphones. 
All instructions could be manipulated by use of a mouse. The movements of 
the mouse on the table are translated in movements of a cursor with the shape 
of a crosshair on the screen with a multiplication factor of 2.5. The machine 
runs under the operating system UNIX. 

2.8.2 Software: The experiment was controlled by a Prolog program which runs 
a graphics program, that was designed with the aid of a rapid prototyping sys
tem developed at IPO (Van Nes and Beuk, 1987). 
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3. Considerations about the experimental material 
and design based on theory and literature 

The instructions were adaptations of the instructional texts printed on paper that 
Kraaij (1988) had used for his experiment. 
The instructions were altered on basis of the problems encoureered by Kraaij 
during his experiments. We added, for example, so-called "tips to prevent 
misrecognition", that were mainly based on the experiences of Kraaij. Further
more the instructions were structured according to a hierarchy, in order to make 
them useful for a menu system. 
The way in which the parts of the instructions were suborganized and linked 
was the same for both versions. In designing the menu structure some guide
lines were followed, that were suggested by established ergonomie principles. 
E.g. Schift (1980) mentions five principles that are applied to improve diagrams 
used for educational purposes. Although we do not deal with symbols like Schift 
does, but rather with more abstract material, viz. instructional text, it seems 
nevertheless reasonable to apply his principles to the design and presentation of 
our instruction material. 
The five principles are: 

(1) compatibility between diagram or map codes and their conceptual 
referents. 

(2) discriminability of codes from each other. 

(3) simplicity of presentation and elimination of unnecessary information. 

(4) redundancy to facilitate difficult discrimination (redundancy in this context 
refers to repeating relevant information) 

(5) enhancement of contrast or critica! features so that important information 
is emphasized, if not exaggerated. 

The above mentioned principles can also be found in Cole, Lansdale & Christie 
(1985) in the paragraph: Guldellnes tor Input to the user. The principle of 
compatibility can be derived trom their notion of linking screens that are used tor 
information that is related to the same task in an explicit manner. 
Furthermore discriminability can be found in their recommendation to change 
established display formats only when necessary to distinguish one task or 
activity from another. Ina way this is in accordance with the principle of enhanc
ing contrast or critica! features. 
Simplicity equals their notion of not flooding the user with information. Viz. pro
vide only information that is essential to making a decision or performing an 
action. Thus display the appropriate level and quantity of information in the sim
piest way in keeping with the user requirements. Though Cole et al. do not 
mention the principle of redundancy to be helpful in a design, one more principle 
can be derived f rom what they recommend. Their statement that a well format
ted display is consistent within itself and with related displays belongs to the 
principle of consistency. In the following description of the design, there will be 
reference to these features. Also literature that relates to some of the aspects of 
our design, will be mentioned. 

Although many experimental results stress the importance of breadth over depth 
in the design of menu driven interfaces, in the present study however the menu 
was seven levels deep and within each level the ranges of choices varied from 
one to four items per state. As some justification for such a complex design 
Kiger (1984) can be quoted: 
The generalizations presented (above) must be tempered with good judgement, 
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when being applied in system design. For example, the semantic content and 
category structures of the information in the database must be considered, when 
designing individual menus and treestructures. In some cases attempting to 
force eight or nine items into each menu wil/ result in artificial or contrived 
menuitems and treestructures. In such cases it may be more important to main
tain the natura/ relations among items in different levels of the tree at the 
expense of broader menus or deeper trees. 
Anyway tor an experimental comparison between the two media it was perhaps 
even better to maintain a certain degree of difficulty, to prevent a "ceiling effect" 
in the perfonnance of the subjects. I.e. to prevent the effect that no differences 
are found, because every subject can reach toplevel in performance. This might 
be important as pointed out by Ballantine (1980) who remarks that it is essential 
that an appropriate level of challenge is maintained in human-computer interac
tion in order to maintain motivation. 

Although the subjects had to go through the entire instruction tree during the 1-
phase, they had the freedom to choose in which order and how often they 
wanted to read or hear the pieces of text. Notwithstanding the indirect access in 
the Text version this freedom of choice also holds to a certain extent tor the T 
subjects. For, though subjects in the Text version were obliged to see specific 
previous states, before they reached the ultimate target infonnation, they also 
had the possibility just glancing at the text instead of reading pieces of text. 
This made it possible to move at a tast speed through the states of the screen 
in order to reach quickly the target state that they wanted to read. 
During the Q-phase, subjects were even completely free whether or not to read 
or hear instructions again. As the only constraint subjects were forced to 
answer the questions in the same order in which they were presented to them 
and were urged not to return to previous answers to improve them because 
then it would not be clear afterwards tor which questions which states subjects 
had looked up and which questions subjects had made by heart. 
By letting the users choose themselves whether or not to look up instructions 
again in the Q-phase, we tried to maintain what Dillon (1987) calls: The essen
tial quality of "userfriendliness", i.e., the genera/ principle of provision of info to 
the user as the users requires it. This aspect is also mentioned by Schmalhofer 
(1987), by Cohill and Williges (1985) and by Hartley (1980): encouraging active 
learner control - i.e. giving the learner some control over the direction and pace 
of teaching. 

Another aspect of the design was the breadth of the pieces of text that were 
shown on the screen in the T version. According to the principle of simplicity 
the instructions were written in one letter-font. Because of legibility, the largest 
font was used in the layout, i.e. a font of 19 points. The columns of text covered 
about 66 percent of the width of the screen. The length of the columns varied 
trom two lines to twenty lines. According to Van Nes (1986b) broad columns 
can damage legibility of texts on displays depending on the interline distance. 
However, in the present design it was difficult to take this aspect into account, 
because of a tradeoff between size of font, number of text pieces end column 
breadth. Therefore a width of 56 characters had to be taken, as maximum. 
In addition in every state of the screen in the T version the buttons were 
situated between the same vertical axes of the screen and they were placed 
below the text in a position that depended on the length of the text. The princi
ple of compatibility can be found in the tact that the vertical ordering of the but
tons corresponded with the vertical ordering of the respective nodes in the over
view. The button "start" was set apart trom the other buttons, i.e. above the 
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overview of the instructions, that was visible in the right corner below. For this 
button was together with the overview permanently present, as opposed to the 
varying presence of the instructional buttons. This is in accordance with the 
principle of discriminability. 

Due to the fact that the instructions were divided into two similar parts (one part 
about voice annotations and the other part about script annotations) the instruc
tions about the voice-annotation system were phrased in wordings and sen
tences, that were also used in the instructions about the script-annotation sys
tem. This was possible because both systems worked according to the same 
basic principle. So both parts of the instructions contained only small, albeit 
important differences. 
Although repeating text in the same wording is often not functional and thus 
superfluous, it was consciously applied here, because such a redundancy could 
possibly help memory, as is stated by Schift (1980). 
More evidence for this statement comes from Nakatani et al. (1985). They con
etude (based on the results of their Tutor 'N' Trainer (TNT)): 
TNT individualizes tutoring. Fast Ss take only a few cycles in the loop while 
slow Ss take many more. This is individualization of a quantitative rather than a 
qualitative sort. ( ... ) The alternative might be qualitative changes in tutoring over 
successive cycles to take into account specific problems that Ss have with the 
topic. ( .. . ) The cost of this latte, approach is course ware complexity. Repetition 
has the virtue of simplicity and it seems to work. 

3.1 Justlficatlon of dlfferences between the Text and the Speech verslon 
(1) In Text mode in each state of the instructions subjects only could choose 

the next state, go back to the previous state or return to the beginning of 
the instruction tree by using an extra button labeled "start". The method 
by which Text subjects had to go through the instructions was therefore 
not direct accessing, but a serial processing and thus an indirect access
ing. Subjects in Speech mode however had random access, viz. they 
could select pieces of speech whenever and whichever they wanted, thus 
according to a direct processing and a direct accessing. 

This difference between both versions was maintained. On the one hand 
because it was difficult to give also T subjects the possibility of direct 
access to all specific pieces of the instructions. One solution was to let 
them select the nodes in the little tree right below instead of the buttons in 
the text. This is, however, not attractive, because the targets are too 
small (0.22 inch) and thus difficult to point at compared with the target but
tons in the tree structure of the speech version. Another solution was to 
make the Speech buttons as small as the nodes of the Text version. But 
this was considered not being necessary or reasonable, because there is 
an other reason to maintain this difference in access. Namely in using 
speech as medium for information output , the screen can be used as an 
additional tool, white in using text as output medium the screen is needed 
by the medium itself. So on the other (more dominant) hand, one can 
argue that advantages in the Speech version, like direct accessability 
should be maintained, because it based on an inherent advantage of 
speech over text. 

(2) Another difference between both versions is, that T subjects can use two 
keys, whereas S subjects only use one key. This difference was caused 
by the difference in accessing mentioned above (sequential versus direct): 
we searched possibifities for Text subject to take short-cuts through the 
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instructions; e.g. not only to return to the beginnings at once,but also to 
retrack just one level. One possibility was to add a button (e.g.: "back to 
previous state"), but we did not apply this solution in favour of another 
solution. Namely: let subjects return to the previous state by pressing 
another mouse key (e.g. the left key). 
We thought this to be more attractive, than adding an extra button, 
because now it did not matter where the pointer was. Subjects could go 
one level higher only by pressing the left mouse key, without selecting a 
button. 
Thus the application of the left mouse key in the Text version was based 
on the assumption, that it is easier for novices to team to use another 
rnouse key, than to use another button. 

(3) A major difference based on the direct/indirect access difference was the 
fact, that for S subjects all buttons were permanently visible and thus all 
keywords were also constantly shown, whereas for T subjects (due to the 
indirect access) only variable sections of all buttons were shown. Namely 
T subjects only saw those keywords that led them to the subsequent 
states connected with the current state in the hierarchy. 
In this way S subjects have the advantage of a permanent overview of 
keywords. This is maintained, because using the screen as an extra tool 
belongs to the typical advantages of speech as a medium for information 
transfer. In contrast T subjects miss the overview of all keywords, 
because they have not enough screenspace left. Moreover in the present 
design they need only those keywords, that lead them to instructional 
pieces one level deeper. 

(4) As pointed out above on a global level (i.e. a level across instructions) the 
S version had a better accessibility than the T version. However, on a 
local level (i.e. a level within instructions) the S version had a worse 
accessibility, than the T version . This is due to the volatility of speech as 
opposed to the permanency of printed text. 
lf subjects in the S version heard a piece of text for the second time, they 
could not scan the spoken text as subjects in the T version could, when 
they saw the text once more and could skim or even skip the irrelevant 
parts. To give S subjects better access to sentences within an instruction, 
four buttons were added in the Speech version in the lower right corner of 
the screen. A button "pauze" (pause), a button "een zin terug" (retrack 
one sentence), a button "twee zinnen terug" (retrack two sentences) and a 
button "vier zinnen terug" (retrack four sentences). We chose for sen
tences instead of words or seconds as retrack unit, because the subjects 
would process the instructions in chunks of meaning that are based on 
propositions, which relate directly to sentences, and not on a certain 
arnount of syllables or on a certain duration of time. 

(5) The buttons used in the Speech version were two times smaller than the 
buttons used in the Text version. Later on we will refer to them as buttons 
of, respectively, a medium size and a large size. For, because of the 
preservation of typical features of Speech as a medium for information 
transfer, it was decided that all buttons should be constantly visible. This 
meant that only one screen page should be used in the Speech version 
and this was only possible if the size of the Speech buttons was made 
smaller than the size of the Text buttons. 

(6) Finally, to be able to make a reliable comparison between the two modes 
of information transfer, one can argue that , the instructional contents in the 
Text mode had to be equal to the instructional contents in Speech. 
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However, small differences in wording had to be made to keep the sen
tences in both Speech and Text natura!. But we supposed that this would 
be of minor influence on the experiment. 

lt is difficult to predict the impact of all these differences. 
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4. Results 

First the results trom the obtained data (table 1) will be mentioned together with 
brief tentative conclusions, that will be elaborated in the dlscusslon that fol
lows. Secondly the results trom the interview will be dealt with. 

4.1 Processing time 
The overall processing time is defined as the time needed to complete the 
instructions during the I-phase combined with the time needed to complete the 
questions and eventually return to specific parts of the instructions (Q-phase). 
This overall time can thus be divided into 

(a) The time during the lnstruction phase (I-time) . 

(b) The time during the Ouestion phase (O-time). 

From statistica! Analysis of the data the following results were obtained: 
o The I-time of the Text version did not differ significantly trom the I-time of the 
Speech version (Paired t-test: t = -.03, df " 8; P = .9769 (2-tail)) . 
o The O-time of the Text version differed significantly trom the O-time of the 
Speech version i.e. O-time(Text) was shorter than O-time(Speech) (Paired t
test: t = -2.043, df = 8; P = .0754 (2-tail) => a < .10). 
o The I+O-time of the Text version differed significantly trom the I+O-time of the 
Speech version i.e. I+O-time(Text) was shorter than I+O-time(Speech) (Paired 
t-test: t-= -1.96, df = 8; P-= .0857 (2-tail) =>ex< .10) . 

Fig. 1; fig. 1a; fig. 1b; fig. 1c; fig. 1d; fig. 1e. 

Apparently subjects can absorb the information in the way it is presented in this 
experiment as tast in Speech as in Text, as can be concluded on basis of the 
equality in I-times. 
However, as tor O-time, in the O-phase S subjects are significantly slower than 
subjects in the T version (a < .10). 
The overall time (I-time + O-time) shows a significant difference between Tand 
S subjects, but this is, of course, related to the significant difference between 
the O-times. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Accuracy is defined as the number of questions during which subjects returned 
to the instructions in the O-phase and chose a piece of text or speech, that con
tained the answer to the question (the target state), and thereupon answered 
the question correctly. 

o The number of correct answers made after returning to the target state did 
not differ significantly between both versions (Paired t-test: t • .396, df " 8; P -= 
.7025 (2-tail) => a » .25). 

Fig. 2; fig. 2d. 

So both groups seem to be equally accurate, because they do not differ 
significantly in number of retrieved correct answers. 

4.3 Effectlvlty 
Effectivity is defined as the total number of correct answers given by a subject 
whether it be by heart or not. 
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□ The number of correct answers differed significantly between both versions 
(Paired t-test: t = -2.667, df = 8; P = .0285 (2-tail) => a < .05) . 

Fig. 2; fig. 2a. 

S subjects answer significantly more questions correctly and thus are more 
effective than T subjects. 

4.4 Efficiency 
Efficiency is defined as number of correct answers given by heart. lt was 
assumed that this would be a good measure to measure efficiency, for subjects 
who had absorbed the information in the I-phase efficiently, will not need to look 
up answers during the O-phase, but will answer the questions by heart. 

□ The number of correct answers made by heart did not differ significantly 
between the Text version and the Speech version (Paired t-test: t = -.993, df = 
8; P = .3498 (2-tail)). 

Fig. 2; fig. 2c. 

S subjects are equally efficient as T subjects. 

4.5 Confidence In knowledge _ 
Confidence in knowledge is defined as the number of questions answered by 
heart. 

□ The number of answers made by heart did not differ significantly between 
both versions (Paired t-test: t = -.655, df = 8; P = .5309 (2-tail)). 

Fig. 2; fig. 2b. 

So it appears that T subjects are equally confident as S subjects in their 
acquired knowledge of the instructions in the I-phase. 

4.6 Goal-dlrectedness 
Goal-directedness is defined as the number of wrong states 1 that subjects 
retrieved, before they found the target state and thereupon answered the ques
tion correctly. 

□ The Text version did not show a significantly greater number of wrong states 
looked up by subjects before finding the target state than the Speech version 
(Paired t-test: t=1.14, df • 8; P •.2873 (2-tail)). 

Fig. 3; fig. 3a. 

So this means that S subjects are equally goal-directed as T subjects. 

4.7 Comprehenslon 
Comprehension is defined as the score of the subjects on the question in the 

1 Only lhe states that were terminal nodes in the instructional tree structure were eounted in 
both versions. To prevent lhat lhe factor of indirect access would cause tor T subjects in any case 
more states lhan tor S subjects . 
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interview to what extent they had understood the text. They could score: 

1: comprehended completely, 
2: partly comprehended, 
3: not at all comprehended. 

The subjects in the Speech version seem to have a significantly greater 
comprehension of the instructions than subjects in the Text version. However it 
is not allowed to test the difference between T and S subjects with a statistica! 
test for the sample was too small for the case of using 3 categories (Hays, 
1981). 

Fig. 4a. 

4.8 Mouse dexterlty 
Mouse dexterity is defined as the score of subjects on the question how easy it 
was to use the mouse: 
1: easy 
2: neither easy, nor difficult 
3: difficult 

The subjects in the Text version have a greater mouse dexterity than the sub
jects in the Speech version. 

Fig. 4b. 

However no statistic could be used to test this difference, because the sample 
was too small. 

4.9 Mouse experlence 
Mouse experience is defined as the score on the question: "Do you have mouse 
experience?" 
The answers were categorized into three categories: 

1 : experience 
2: a little bit experience 
3: no experience 

T subjects have more experience with the mouse than S subjects. 

Fig. 4c. 

4.1 o Computer experlence 
Computer experience is defined as the score on the question:"Do you have 
computer experience?" 

The answers of the subjects were categorized into three categories: 

1 : experience 
2: a little bit experience 
3: no experience 
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Fig. 4d. 

As fig. 4d. shows, T subjects have more computer experience than S subjects. 

4.11 Regresslon analysls 
Next to the t-tests mentioned above, the data were subjected to an analysis of 
regression, that showed the following results: 
□ The regression between 1-time and number of correct answers was significant 
in the Text version (R = -.851, P ... 0037 ⇒ a < .005), whereas this regression 
was not significant in the Speech version (R = -.491, P = .1794). 

Fig. 5; fig. 5a; fig. 5b. 

This means that T subjects who are fast in the 1-phase are more effective, than 
slow T subjects. Whereas for S subjects there is no correlation between these 
measures. 

□ The regression between 0-time and number of correct answers made by 
heart was not significant in the Text version (R "' .408, P = .2759), though this 
regression was significant in the Speech version (R • -.588, P = .0958 ⇒ a < 
.10). 

Fig. 6; fig. 6a; fig. 6b. 

This means that S subjects who are fast in the 0-phase are more efficient, than 
slow S subjects, whereas for T subjects no correlation between these measures 
exists. 

□ The regression between 1+0-time and number of correct answers was 
significant in both Text version (R .. -.644, P = .0615 ⇒ a < .10) and Speech 
version (R = -.743, P ... 0217 ⇒ a < .025). 

Fig. 7; fig. 7a; fig. 7b. 

This means that both T and S subjects, who are tast in total spent time (i.e. 
when I and 0-times are taken together), are more effective than slow subjects. 

□ The regression between number of correct answers and number of correct 
answers given by heart was not significant in the Text version (R -= -.034, P = 
.9311 ), though it was significant in the Speech version (R • .617, P ., .0764 ⇒ 
a < .10). 

Fig. 8; fig. Ba; fig. 8b. 

This means that effective S subjects are more efficient, than less effective S 
subjects. However, such a correlation was not present for T subjects. 

□ The regression between number by heart and number of wrong states looked 
at reached significance both in the Speech version (R = -.694, P = .0382 ⇒ a < 
.05), and in the Text version (R = -.644, p •. 0612 ⇒ a < .10). 

Fig. 9; fig. 9a; fig. 9b. 

This means, that S subjects who are confident in their knowledge of the 
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instruction are more goal-directed, than S subjects who are less confident in 
their knowledge. 
For T subjects an equal correlation between these measures exists. 

□ The number correct by heart and the number of wrong states looked at 
reached a significance level in the Speechversion (R .. -.682, P -= .0428 ~ a < 
.05), though no significance was reached in the Textversion (R • -.579, P = 
.1026). 

Fig. 10; fig. 10a; fig. 10b. 

This means, that efficient S subjects are more goal-directed, than less efficient 
S subjects. Whereas for T subjects such a correlation was not present. 

□ The number correct after returning to the target state and number of wrong 
states looked at reached a high level of significance in the Text version (R = 
.800, P = .0096 ~ a < .01), but was not significant in the Speech version (R = 
.612). 

Fig. 11; fig. 11a; fig. 11b. 

This means, that accurate T subjects are less goal-directed, than less accurate 
T subjects. However, for S subjects such a correlation was not present. 

Finally, high correlations were found between number by heart, number correct 
by heart and number correct in the target state. However it is not worthwhile to 
examine these correlations in more detail, because their existence is due to a 
common factor in both variables in the regression, namely the number of ques
tions during which subjects went back to the instructions in the Q-phase to look 
up the answer. 

To know more about how subjects actually absorbed the instructions during the 
lnstruction-phase, the number of times that subjects either reread or relistened 
pieces of text in the I-phase was measured. Testing the difference between both 
versions of mean number of states that were repeated2 with a t-test did not 
show a significant level (paired t-test: t -= 1.529, df • 8; P = .1649 (2-tail)). 

Fig. 12a. 

4.12 Interview 
The interview delivered afterwards to the subjects gave the following results 
(see also Appendix E): 
In the Text version 6 subjects evaluated the little tree structure as being immedi
ately clear, white 3 subjects thought it to be clear only after they had found out 
how it worked. 
AU 9 subjects of the S version evaluated the spoken text as well comprehensi
ble, though 2 subjects complained that sometimes pauses between sentences 
were too long. 
Of the S subjects 5 persons had no pref erence for either the use of a female 
voice or the use of a male voice, whereas 4 subjects explicitly preferred the use 

2 Only the states that were tenninal nodes in the instructional tree structure were counted in 
both 119rsions. To prevent that the factor of indirect access would cause tor T subjects in any case 
more states than tor S subjects. 
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of a female voice. 
All subjects considered the rate of speaking as good. 
Finally, 8 subjects rated the intonation as good, whereas 1 subject would have 
preferred a more vivid voice. Of the 9 Speech subjects 6 subjects had recog
nized the voice of the experimentator. 
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5. Discussion 

To get a better understanding of the preceding results, we will first discuss 
some differences between reading text from a screen and hearing text through 
headphones. As will be shown, these differences are closely related to the 
design of our experiment. See fig. 13 and fig. 14. 

A One important difference between speech and text as a medium for infor
mation transfer is the f act, that speech is a volatile medium, whereas text 
is a (more) permanent medium. 

This aspect has the following influences on the design of the present experi
ment: 
Speech is volatile, so screen space is not occupied by the contents of the 
instructions, instead the information is played through headphones. On the other 
hand text is not volatile, but permanent, which implies in this case that screen 
space is occupied by the contents of the instructions. 

This means in our experiment, that the most recent state of the instruc
tions, that is activated by the subjects, is permanently visible in the Text 
version, whereas the current state is only temporarily present in the 
Speech version (i.e. during speaking of the voice). 

Furthermore white the screen is not used in the S version for the informa
tion itself, as is the case in the T version, it is easy to show all buttons at 
once, whereas this is difficult in the T version. As a consequence of this 
difference direct accessibility of information is easy applicable in the S ver
sion. I.e., subjects can choose directly the piece of information that they 
want to hear. In contrast this is less easy applied in the T version. For 
making direct accessibility possible for T subjects meant detrimental 
effects on other features of the menu system. For example: very small tar
gets to point at with the mouse and the use of a smaller font for the key
words than the present font. Therefore we decided not to implement direct 
accessibillty for T subjects. Thus in the T version only indirect access is 
possible, whereas in the S version direct access is possible. 
This means further, that the buttons in the S version are embedded in the 
structural overview, whereas the buttons in the T version are not embed
ded in the structural overview. 
Furthermore, the buttons that are permanently visible in the S version are 
of a smaller (medium size), than the buttons of the T version (large size). 
For the 19-points font of the text demanded buttons of a size, that could 
not be used in the S version, because of lack of space on the screen, 
when all 28 buttons were shown. To give some compensation for the 
indirect/direct access difference, T subjects could use an extra mouse key 
(i.e. besides the right key, the left key) to be able to move back in the 
instructions. Also a button "start" was added to make it possible for the 
subjects to return directly to the beginning of the structure. 

Because of its volatility, speech has to be perceived and processed almost 
immediately after it is produced. We call this a high production-perception syn
chrony. In contrast, printed or written text does not imply production-perception 
synchrony, because there is no need to perceive and process it directly after it 
is produced. 

The high synchrony of production and perception of Speech, implies a 
serial processing by the receiver, whereas in case of Text lack of this 
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synchrony, for text is more permanently present, implies the possibility for 
a more parallel! processing. In practice this means, that T subjects have 
direct and random access to words within pieces of text and thus have the 
possibility to skip sentences, whereas S subjects have indirect and not 
random access to words within pieces of text and thus miss the possibility 
to skip sentences. 

Furthermore the speed by which S subjects process the instructions is 
dependent on the speaking rate of the speaker. Vet this speaker can only 
partly take into account amount and degree of difficulty of the infonnation, 
by adjusting accordingly besides speaking rate, intonation, voice volume 
and pronunciation. Speech subjects lack therefore control over the speed 
by which they process information in speech. In contrast, in case of the 
Text version, the speed by which subjects process information only 
depends on the amount and difficulty of the information itself . 

Some way was searched to make the S subjects less dependent of the 
speaking rate of the voice. As a solution, 4 buttons were added, in order to 
give S subjects some control over their processing of the instructions and 
to compensate the production-perception synchrony (see: 2.5 Design ). 

Finally, a difference between text and speech, based on permanency versus 
volatility, is that speech is highly susceptible to deterioration, whereas text is 
moderately susceptible to deterioration. This difference is mentioned by Van 
Nes (1982). Comparing text and speech on the susceptibility to deterioration, 
he concludes that the susceptibility of text is moderate: low legibility can be 
compensated to some extent by repeated reading. and that the susceptibility of 
speech is high: unless repeated it can be heard just once and thus could be 
made unintelligible by a burst of ambient noise. Speech of poor quality has a 
low intelligibility due to its low permanence, even when repeated. 

In case of speech, the effect of deterioration depends on, whether the user is 
able to repeat speech and the quality of the voice. This speech quality depends 
on: speaking rate, voice volume, intonation, pronunciation and lack of ambient 
noise. 
In case of text, the effect of deterioration is mainly dependent on the quality of 
the text used. This text quality depends on: font, line length, interline distance, 
column length, spatial grouping of text parts, lack of disturbing background (e.g. 
a flickering screen). However, the difference based on susceptibility to 
deterioration will not be dominant in the present study, because the speech 
used in the S version was of high quality. 
• Namely the speed of the speech was not very high, 2 (+1/-1) words per 
second (this is not so tast, because according to Van Nes (1982) normal speech 
rate is between 2 and 5 words per second). 
• In addition, pauses were inserted after important or difficult passages in the 
speech to optimize the processing, as recommended by J . 't Hart (personal 
communication, 1988). 
• Furthermore there was no hinder of ambient noise, because subjects haard 
the speech via headphones. . 
• Finally, they could repeat pieces of Speech and even repeat single sentences 
and words, if they had missed parts of speech. 

B A second important difference between speech and text is, that: speech is 
a natural medium for humans to express and transfer information, whereas 
text is a more deducted (artificiaVreduced) medium to transfer infonnation. 
This is another interesting aspect in which light the results can be seen. 
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Perhaps because of this naturality spoken language has more possibilities 
to express, transfer or clarify the meaning of a sentence than written 
language. E.g. by means of: 
• intonation 
• changes in speaking rate 
• changes in voice volume 
• pronunciation (properly versus loose articulation) 

Therefore holding attention is perhaps more difficult when reading a text, than 
when hearing a text. lt is more natural to listen to someone speaking, than to 
read a text. So it would not be surprising if transformation of written language 
into meaning cost more effort than transformation of spoken language into 
meaning. 
Dillon (1987) sheds light on this trom a somewhat different angle: Within the 
information processing approach two qualitatively different forms of processing 
are observed: controlled and automatic. Controlled processing requires atten
tion and decreases the individual's capacity available tor other processing. 
Automatic does not demand processing resources, allowing the person to per
form higher level or alternative control processing. Broadly speaking these forms 
of processing equate with ski/led and unskilled performance. An important 
difference between these two levels of processing seems to be the individ.Jals 
ability to group or structure relevant information in a meaningful way to form an 
accurate ment al model or "schema" to guide activity. 

In the light of this one can perhaps define both speech and text processing in 
terms of controlled and automatic processing. As already suggested, one 
should consider reading to be more controlled than automatic processing, and 
listening compared to reading to be less controlled, but more automatic process
ing. 

5.1 Posltlve aspects of speech compared to text 
Some support tor this suggestion comes trom conclusions derived trom the fol
lowing brief overview of selected literature. First, aspects that favor speech over 
text as a medium of information transmission are quoted. 

Speech is comprehensible (Potosnak & Van Nes, 1984). 

As far as learning is concerned speech is a good medium tor HELP messages. 
o one subject preferred the speech version because of the emphasis on the 
most important words in the speech version. Another reason tor preferring the 
speech version was the "human character" of the ccmmunication. 
o the word blindness of one subject caused an easier understanding of spoken 
messages. 
o another subject f elt that one could be more lazy or relaxed when perceiving 
information by speech than by text. (Van Nes, 1986a). 

The speech version was mainly preferred on the basis ol its human character 
(Kraaij, 1987). This is confirmed by the remarks of the subjects: 
oo intonation can help sometimes, but it also can be awkward. 
oo maybe listening is more pleasant. 
oo it's more fun to listen toa voice. 
oo the reading of annotations is tiresome. 
oo (speech is) more impressive. 
oo voice penetrates bette, in your mind. Listening dominates over reading when 
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both actions can be done at the same time. 
oo (script) it takes some effort before you have understood the annotation. 
oo (voice) clear, better penetration. 

Communication in speech has a human character (Van Veghel, 1985) . 

5.2 Negatlve aspects of speech compared to text 
On the other hand, contradiction of the suggested hypothesis: that speech is 
more automatic, cost less effort and is thus easier to process than text, can be 
found in the following, negative aspects: 

Although the subjects rated the speech as understandable and more interesting 
and fun to use than text, they expressed a genera/ preference for the text ver
sion. Many subjects commented that the voice became annoying after a white. 
( ... ) Many subjects commented that the voice seemed too slow and this is sup
ported by the percentage of instructions that were interrupted. ( .. .)Finally, the 
tact that subjects took more notes when they were using the speech version 
suggests that speech output may require more cognitive processing than text. 
(Potosnak & Van Nes, 1984). 

In speech you quickly miss certain things (Van Nes, 1986a). 

As De Loor reports (1986): Questionnaire data indicated, that subjects showed 
an overall preference for text output. For beginning or inexperienced users an 
online HS (Help System) in speech then is not the most obvious way, trom a 
human factors point of view, to find the way into the working of a WP. ( ... ) The 
experienced user however, might profit trom a HS in speech. Being wel/ up in 
the fundamentals of the WP, he is able to formulate strict questions about the 
working of specific details of the WP. 

Kraaij sums up remarks made by his subjects (1987): 
oo in case of text: one is not troubled by intonation; neutrality. 
oo voice has to be memorized or replayed. 
oo voice is awkward in case of long annotations. 
oo the voices have to be clear, sometimes this was not the case in the experi
ment. 

On basis of those remarks Kraaij continues: When we compare this list with the 
table below, we find that some of the qualities or disadvantages of the system 
correspond strongly with basic properties of the media. In opposite to speech, 
text has a high permanence and an almost random accessability, whereas 
speech has a high human character of communication and is the "naturally eli
citecl' input medium, maybe resulting in a larger ability to catch the attention of 
the user. 

More negative aspects are related to the following properties derived trom a 
table in Van Nes (1982) that summarizes differences between text and speech 
on some features specific for communication media. Here we will quote only 
those features that are relevant tor media concerned with output of information, 
and we skip the features that are concerned with input. 

Text: permanence: high 
Speech: permanence: low: it can only be perceived at the time when the 
message is audible. 
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T ext: high accessability of specific f ragments. 
Speech : low accessability of specific fragments: the listener has only 
sequentia! access to the message, everything preceding a passage of 
interest has to be heard as well. 

Text: moderate susceptibility to deterioration. 
Speech : high susceptibility to deterioration; unless repeated , it can be 
heard just once and thus could be made unintelligible by a burst of 
ambient noise. Speech of poor quality has a low intelligibility due to its low 
permanence, even when repeated. 

In the study by Van Katwijk et al.(1979) reported negative aspects of speech are 
directly related to the design of the system that is used for the presentation of 
information. E.g.: Nine subjects mentioned its (of the tape, L.J.K.) speed, and 
another three subjects the necessity to start all over if they had missed the 
desired part of information, as the most annoying aspects. 

5.3 Assumptlons 
Based on the preceding argumentation some assumptions can be made: 
□ one assumption is, that Speech has more possibilities to transfer the meaning 
of a text than Text has. This should be visible as a difference in measures as: 
confidence in knowledge and comprehension. 
□ In continuation of this the second assumption is that speech is a far more 
penetrating (dominant) medium than text. In other words: processing Text 
demands more attention and thus more conscious effort than Speech. This 
should have influence on measures of: processing time, efficiency and mouse 
dexterity. 
□ Continuing on the aspect of voice dominance the third assumption is that, 
when processing Speech it will be easier to remember pieces of information 
than when processing Text. This should be visible as a difference in measures 
of: accuracy, effectivity, efficiency, and goal-directedness. 

These essential differences between text and speech processing should be visi
ble as a difference between T and S subjects in the obtained data. 
For example, the processing time during the first time that subjects had to com
plete the instructions, i.e. the socalled I-phase: I-time(Text) should be greater 
than I-time(Speech). 

In the present experimental design, however, this hypothesis will be difficultly 
confirmed, because the re are many different factors that wil play a part in the 
durations of the I-times: 

• Subjects in the T version can read as fast as possible or even skip not 
interesting parts of the text, while subjects in the S version are dependent 
of the speaking rate of the voice and have to listen till the text is com
pletely played, before they know which parts are relevant. 
This factor will shorten I-times of the T version more than I-times of the S 
version. 

• Subjects in the T version could use two mouse keys, by which they could 
get the wanted information, while subjects in the S version only needed 
one key and had direct access to the wanted information. So this factor 
perhaps wil shorten I-times in the S version in comparison to the I-times in 
the T version. 

• Though S subjects could not skip pieces of text, some compensation was 
given by the possibility to break off playing and to replay one or more 
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sentences during listening, or even stop the playing of the text and con
tinue with another piece of instruction by selecting another button. lf S 
subjects do not make much use of those facilities, it will tell us something 
about the easiness with which spoken text is processed. lf T subjects do 
not have to reread pieces of text, it will tell us something about the easi
ness with which written (printed) text is processed. 
In any case the subjects of both versions have not yet acquired a com
plete overview of the instructions in their minds during I-phase and they 
are supposed to acquire that overview before entering the 0-phase. With 
an eye on the durations of I-times T subjects can reread text in less time 
than the time in which S subjects can relisten the same text. Text: 3-10 
words/sec: Speech: 2-5 words/sec, adapted from Van Nes (1982). 

Now we return to the actual results of the present experiment. 

5.4 Processing time 
The overall processing time was divided into I-time and 0-time. 
As for I-time: T subjects do not differ significantly trom subjects in the S version. 
(a >>.25). 
When we take into account the differences mentioned in Method, the finding 
that the I-time of the S-version does not differ significantly trom the I-time of the 
T-version means this: differences between both versions outweigh each other, 
when subjects are stressed to process and absorb information as efficient as 
possible. 

I.e. the typical features in the design of the S-version: 
• direct access of pieces of text 
• buttons embedded in the structural overview 
• all buttons permanently visible 
• medium-sized buttons 
• most recent state not permanently present 
• tour buttons compensating for production-perception synchrony 

outweigh the typical features in the design of the T-version: 
• indirect access of pieces of text 
• buttons not embedded in the structural overview 
• all buttons not permanently visible 
• large-sized buttons 
• left mouse key and button "start", that compensate the indirect access 
• most recent state permanently visible 
• high quality speech 

Thus, when inherent features are as much maintained as in the present experi
ment, then it seems that information in text is as f ast processed as information 
in speech. 
However, the obtained 1-times can tell us something more general about the 
media text and speech, namely what the relation is between speed of process
ing and both how and how well subjects absorb the information. To discover 
this we have to examine the correlations of I-times with either number of correct 
answers when the target state is found, or with number correct, or with number 
correct by heart, or with number by heart, or with number of wrong states that 
are retrieved (in short, variables that measure: accuracy, effectivity, efficiency, 
confidence in knowledge and goal-directedness). The single significant 
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correlation found was between I-time and number of correct answers given in 
the T version (see fig. 5a} whereas this correlation was not significant in the S 
version (see fig. Sb} 

Because the correlation has a negative sign (R = -.851 ), T subjects who 
answer more questions correctly spend less time in the I-phase, than T subjects 
who answer less questions correctly. 
This tendency must be caused by an individual difference between the T sub
jects. Viz., some subjects are so bright that they can answer many questions 
correctly while they were fast in the I-phase, whereas ottier subjects are less 
bright and thus answer less questions correctly even though they were slower in 
the I-phase. 
The conclusion as above yet does not get more confirmation, since no 
significant correlations are found between I-time on the one hand and the 
remainirç variables on the other hand. 
However, the possibility that an intelligence factor is present and that its impact 
is even more general, is supported by the finding of a significant negative corre
lation for both groups of subjects between total time (l+O time) and number of 
correct answers (see fig. 78 and 7b}, though no other correlations were 
significant . For this shows that in general not only per1ormance of T subjects, 
but also per1ormance of S subjects is highly influenced by some individual 
difference in personality trait . (Possibly: level of intelligence which determines 
level of comprehending the instructions). 
That this significant correlation with number correct was not reached for S sub
jects in case of I-times is possibly due to the fact, that all subjects were obliged 
to listen to the complete instructions in the I-phase. As fig. 1c, 1d and 1e 
show: I-times of S subjects are far less variable than I-times of T subjects. This 
is not surprising because S subjects are bound to the speaking rate of the 
voice, so that a possible influence of an intelligence factor is suppressed. 

The result that the 0-time of the S version is significantly longer, than the Q
time of the T version means that answering questions took more time in the S 
group than in the T group. This difference is plausible, because some factors 
that were not present during the I-phase can influence the processing times of 
the instructions and questions now. 
The following factors are possible influences on the 0-times: 

(1) Number of questions answered correctly. 
Although a significant difference was found between both versions on this 
variable (see fig. 28}, no significant correlation was found between 0-time 
and number of correct answers. So this variable can not be the main 
influence on the 0-times. 
That 0-time does not correlate significantly with number correct for T sub
jects can be explained by supposing that the mentioned personality factor 
is overruled by a speed/eff ectivity tradeoff. 
However the finding that this correlation is also not significant for S sub
jects does not prove a speed/effectivity tradeoff, for the tendency of the 
correlation is negative (R .. -.560). Neither can number of states replayed 
by S subjects have influence on the correlation of 0-time and number 
correct, because number of wrong states that are repeated does not corre
late with number correct. So we do not have to take into account the fact 
that replaying cost time. 
Now only a personality influence can explain the negative tendency. 

(2) Number of questions answered by heart. 
The T version did not differ significantly from the S-version on this variable 
(see fig. 2b}. Thus subjects in the S version do not answer less questions 
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by heart than subjects in the T version. That is, they do not spend more 
time in the Q-phase than T subjects because they would have to look up 
answers more often and spend time by replaying pieces of text. 
Neither is it so, that subjects in the S version answer more questions by 
heart, than subjects in the T version. lt does not take S subjects more 
time to answer, because they would spend more time pondering over 
questions, than subjects who look up answers in the text and quickly find 
the answers. This suggestion is anyway contradicted by the common
sense argument that subjects will not spend much time to remember the 
answer, but will, being pressed by time, look up answers if they do not 
know them at once. 
Furthermore no significant correlation was found between Q-time and 
number of answers made by heart. Therefore also this variable is not the 
main cause of the 0-time difference. 

(3) The same arguments hold tor the number of correct answers that was 
given after the subjects retumed to the target state (see fig. 2d). 
While neither a significant difference between both versions on this vari
able, nor a significant correlation of this variable with the Q-times for both 
versions was found. 

(4) On the same grounds the number of wrong states looked at by subjects 
before they returned to the target state and gave a correct answer can be 
rejected as a main cause tor the time differences in the Q-phase (see fig. 
3a). For it cannot be said that S subjects know less well which button they 
have to select, when searching tor a specific piece of instruction. 
Thus the long 0-times cannot be explained by the possibility that S sub
jects return more often than T subjects to wrong pieces of text, which 
takes much time without benefit. 

(5) The only variable that showed any significant correlation with time spend 
in the Q-phase was the number of correct answers made by heart. How
ever, this significant correlation was found only in the S version (R = -.588) 
and not in the T version (see fig. 6a and 6b). 
Furthermore no significant difference was found between S and T subjects 
on number of correct answers made by heart (see fig. 2c). Therefore an 
explanation for the obtained 0-times can not come from the tact that 
Speech and Text subjects should differ in efficiency. 

What does the correlation between number of correct answers by heart 
and 0-time in case of the S version mean then? Because R has a nega
tive sign lt says that the more correct answers given by heart, the less 
time S subjects spent in the Q-phase. Apparently S subjects behave logi
cally in that they spent less time if they answer more questions correctly 
by heart, than if they answer less questions correctly by heart. That such 
a correlation did not exist for T subjects is perhaps related to the sup
posed personality lnfluence, that was, as was earlier lndicated, more 
ciearly present for T subjects than for S subjects" 

Thus lt can be concluded from (1) to (5) that Q-time is not significantly 
influenced by the number of questions that subjects answer correctly, nor by the 
number of questions they answered by heart; nor by the number of questions 
for which subjects looked up the target piece of instruction; nor by the number 
of wrong pieces that subjects looked up first, before they found the target piece 
of instructions which gave them the correct answer; nor by the number of ques
tions subjects answered correctly and by heart. 
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(6) When searching further number of repeats can be a factor by which the 
O-times are influenced. 
For S subjects who want to hear a specific sentence or piece of text 
again, spend more time finding the answer than T subjects, because they 
have to listen to the text from the beginning, while subjects in the T ver
sion can read that specific sentence at once (be it after getting in the tar
get state and after a brief glance over the text). 
Data analysis shows that T subjects do not differ from S subjects in 
number of text pieces that they repeat3 in the O-phase (paired t-test: t = 
-.660, df = 8; P = .5279 (2-tail)) fig. 12b. However S subjects need more 
time than T subjects tor repeating the same4 amount of infonnation. 
(Paired t-test : t "' -2.525, df = 8; P = .0355 ⇒ ex< .05 (2-tail)). 
So these facts can be considered as evidence that the difference in way of 
processing within an instruction (serial versus parallel!) influences O-times. 

(7) An other possibility is, that T subjects should have been taster in the 1-
phase, if they, as S subjects did, had the names of all keywords available. 
Perhaps T subjects spend extra time in the 1-phase to learn the locations 
of the keywords. When T subjects look up specific information in the O
phase, they remember where to find it and now they can be taster than S 
subjects in retrieval of instructions. 

Ultimately we have found two factors that explain the tact that S subjects spend 
more time in the O-phase than T subjects. 

The overall time (1-time + O-time) shows · a significant difference. This is not 
surprising, tor, though the times in the 1-phase did not differ significantly, the 
times in the O-phase differed significantly between both versions, so this can be 
responsible tor the result . 
Thus, when I and O-times are taken together, the significant difference in the 
times obtained in the O-phase causes a significant difference of overall time. 

5.5 Accuracy 
No significant difference was found between both groups on the measure of 
accuracy (t-test: ex » .25). So both groups seem to be equally accurate 
because they do not differ significantly in number of retrieved correct answers 
(see fig. 2d). 
This accuracy is not significantly oorrelated with either 1-time, O-time or 1+O
time. So in this sense subjects seem not to work according toa speed/accuracy 
tradeoff. I.e., they do not trade off number of retrieved questions against extra 
time needed on acoount of this retrieval. 
Not interesting are the correlations with number correct, number by heart, 
number correct by heart or nurnber of wrong states looked up, because these 
correlations are influenced by a common factor i.e.: number of answers looked 
up(= the reverse of number of answers made by heart). 
However, it is peculiar that for S subjects no significant correlation is reached 
with number of wrong states looked up and that for T subjects the oorrelation is 
positive instead of negative (fig. 11; fig. 11a; fig. 11b). 
The former f act can be explained by assuming that S subjects know very well 

3 Only the states that were terminal nodes in the instructional trèe structure were counted in 
both versions. To prevent lhat the factor of indirect access would cause tor T subjects in any case 
more states than tor S subjects. 

4 Only the time durations of the states !hal were repeated by bolh subjects wilhin a pair, were 
taken into account tor the calculation of the mean time spent per state. 
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where to find the target states when they look up information. Thus number of 
replayed states is not related to number of correct answers. 
Latter tact is explained by assuming that when T subjects look up information 
they have more difficulty in finding the target state where they can read the 
answer. The more the subjects tend to be accurate, the more wrong states 
they encounter during the search process. 

5.6 Effectlvlty 
Effectivity was the number of correct answers given by a subject whether it be 
by heart or not. As alreacly mentioned S subjects appear to answer significantly 
more questions correctly and are thus more effective than T subjects (t-test: ex < 
.05) (see fig. 2a). This encourages the thought that information presented in 
speech is better absorbed than information presented in text . Seemingly the 
positive aspects of speech as mentioned in the conslderatlons account tor this 
finding (see also fig. 13 and 14). 
The significant negative correlations with 1-time (tor T subjects only) and with 
1+0-time (tor both T and S subjects) show a tendency that contradicts a 
speed/effectivity tradeoff. As already suggested this may be due to a personality 
trait (e.g. intelligence). 
Anyway S subjects answer more questions correctly than T subjects. So this 
result suggests that if speech is used as a medium tor information transfer it is 
likely that users will remember the information better than if text is the transfer 
medium. 
This does not teil us, however, anything about the degree of efficiency by which 
subjects in both versions work. 

5.7 Efficiency 
Efficiency was defined as number of correct answers given by heart. lt was 
assumed that this would be a good measure to distinguish between more and 
less efficient subjects. 
The T and S version do not differ significantly on this measure (t-test: ex > .25) 

(see fig. 2c). To check the validity of this, we have to look at efficiency defined 
in another way, i.e., whether subjects who are more effective are also more 
confident of their knowledge acquired in the 1-phase. This is: 
• the correlation between number of correct answers and number of answers 
made by heart. 
An analysis of regression did not show a significant correlation (F = 1.018, p = 
.3466). 
Furthermore, when split into two versions, neither tor T subjects, nor tor S sub
jects significant correlations were found (R • -.371 and R -= .356, respectively). 
Thus it cannot be said that subjects who are more confident in their knowledge 
(answer more questions by heart) will also be more effective (answer more 
questions correctly). Neither does a trade-off exist between number correct and 
number by heart. 
This means that number by haart (which is one of the factors trom which the 
efficiency measure is composed) is not correlated with number correct (the other 
factor that composes efficiency). This shows that the measure of efficiency is 
composed of two independent factors. 
However the slight tendency of a negative correlation tor T subjects can be due 
to a tradeoff between effectivity and processing speed . . The slight positive ten
dency tor S subjects can be due to a personality factor. This personality factor 
is confirmed by the significant positive correlation between number correct and 
number by heart tor S subjects. 
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5.8 Confidence In knowledge 
This was the nurnber of questions answered by heart. The difference between 
both versions on this measure was not significant. (t-test: P = .5309, a > .50) ( 
fig. 2b). 
Furthermore no significant correlations with either 1, Q, 1+O-times or nurnber of 
correct answers were found. So subjects who score high on confidence in their 
knowledge of the instructions do not need to be either tast or effective in their 
behaviour. 
Although nurnber by heart is significantly correlated with nurnber correct by 
heart and is significant negatively correlated with number of correct answers in 
the target state for both S and T subjects and also with number of wrong states 
retrieved before a correct answer is given for both groups of subjects (see fig. 
9a and 9b). this shows only a common factor, namely: number of answers 
looked up. 

5.9 Goal-dlrectedness 
This was defined as the nurnber of wrong states that subjects retrieved before 
they found the target state and thereupon answered the question correctly. 
A significant difference was not found between S and T subjects on this meas
ure (see fig 3 and 3a}. This means that T subjects are as goal-directed as S 
subjects, in that they do not look up more or less wrong states than S subjects 
before finding the correct state and answering correctly. 
Supposedly T subjects have acquired the same degree of knowledge of the 
structural overview as S subjects. 
The following factors do not seem to be dominant: 
• S subjects have all buttons permanently available. T subjects do not. 
• Speech is more penetrating than text, so subjects should remember better 
where to find the pieces of information. 

Because the correlations with 1, Q, 1+O-time and number of correct answers 
were not significant, highly goal-directed subjects do not tend to be faster or 
more effective than less goal-directed subjects. 
Finding significant correlations with number by heart (see fig. 9, 9a and 9b) 
number correct by haart (see fig. 10, 10a and 10b} or number correct in the 
correct state (see fig. 11, 11 a and 11 b} is not surprising, because of the same 
common factor as mentioned under Accuracy and Goal•dlrectedness; the 
number of answers made by heart. However, that for the S version no 
significant correlation was obtained between goal-directedness and accuracy 
seems strange, but was already explained under the header Accuracy. Finally, 
the aberrant result that for the T group a significant correlation lacked between 
goal-directedness and efficiency means that more goal-directed subjects are not 
more efficient than less goal-directed subjects. A plausible explanation may be 
that number of wrong states is positively correlated to the number of questions 
for which subjects retrieve information, as is mentioned under Accuracy. In 
contrast, number of questions correct by heart is highly negatively correlated (R 
• -.937) with number of retrieved answers. So both variables taken together do 
not yield a significant correlation, because number of retrieved answers play 
here the part of intervening variable. 

5.1 o Comprehenslon 
Comprehension was the score of the subjects on the question to what extent 
they had understood the text. Most subjects scoring in category 2, said that they 
did not comprehend the instructions until they answered the questions. 
As shown by fig. 4a Speech subjects show a larger rate of comprehension than 
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T subjects. However, no statistic could be used to test this difference because 
our sample was too small (Hays, 1981). lf it could be affirmed that S subjects 
score significantly higher on rate of comprehension, then the suggestion based 
on the measure of effectivity is strengthened. Namely, on account of the 
medium used Speech subjects remember the instructions better than Text sub
jects. 
I.e., positive aspects of speech such as: 
• higher naturality 
• higher processing automacy 
• greater penetrance than text 
can be responsible for the finding that S subjects remember the information 
better and thus show a higher rate of comprehension of the instructions than T 
subjects. 

5.11 Mouse dexterlty 
Mouse dexterity was defined as the score of subjects on the question after
wards, how easy it was to use the mouse. Most subjects scoring 2, said that 
they found it easy only after some training. 
Though no statistica! test could be applied on those data, because of a too 
small sample, according to a look at fig. 4b the difference seems not to be 
worthwhile. In that case the measure reveals that S subjects use the mouse 
with the same easiness as T subjects do. How easy subjects actually used the 
mouse is measured among other things by the number of times they press a 
mouse key, but do not hit a button with the pointer. The registrations of these 
misses make it possible to calculate the mean time per key input that subjects 
spoil when missing by accident a button. S subjects are performing worse in 
the O-phase than in the 1-phase, whereas the performance of the T subjects 
stabilizes in the O-phase. I.e., for T subjects the average time is 135 mil
iseconcls per key input in the 1-phase and is 127 msec per key input in the Q
phase. For S subjects the average time is only 5 miliseconds per key input in 
the 1-phase, whereas the average is 85 miliseconds per key input in the O
phase. Though Speech subjects have to move the pointer of the mouse across 
a much larger area and though the target buttons they have to point at are 
smaller, they are better at hitting their targets than Text subjects. Apparantly 
direct access and the tact that the buttons are embedded in the structural over
view make it easier for Speech subjects to hit a button, than the indirect access 
and the shifting ranges of buttons to choose trom for Text subjects. 

5.12 Mouse experlence 
Mouse experience was defined as the score on the question:"Do you have 
mouse experience?". The answers of the subjects were categorized in three 
categories: 1: experience, 2: a little experience, 3: no experience. A look at the 
data on this aspect shows that, on the average Text subjects have in advance 
more mouse experience than Speech subjects have (see fig. 4c). 

5.13 Computer experlence 
Computer experience was defined as the score on the qi.Jestion:"Do you have 
computer experience?". The answers of the subjects were categorized in three 
categories: 1: experience, 2: a little experience, 3: no experience. As fig. 4d 
shows, T subjects seem to have more computer experience than S subjects, 
though by lack of enough subjects it is not allowed to test whether this 
difference is significant. 
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5.14 Assumptlons 
What remains of the three assumptions made in the discussion? 
o The first assumption, namely that speech has more possibilities to transfer 
the meaning of information than text, can at least not be accepted on basis of 
the measure of confidence, tor S subjects do not show a higher level than T 
subjects on this measure. Only the finding that S subjects seem to reach a 
higher level of comprehension is reason to accept, albeit not statisticalty 
confirmed, the first assumption. 
o Assumption two is still less easy to prove. In any case sufficient prove can 
not be obtained trom the measures of efficiency or goal-directedness, tor S and 
T subjects do not differ in their scores on these measures. Neither can evi
dence come trom the times that are measured. Only the f act that S subjects 
showed an equal mouse dexterity, though they had less mouse experience in 
advance, seems to confirm the second assumption a little bit. So perhaps it is 
true that text demands more attention than speech and thus more conscious 
effort. 
Furthermore this can be seen as evidence tor our statement that speech is 
more automatically processed than text. Therefore S subjects can perform, as 
Dillon (1987) says: higher level or alternative control processing, because 
automatic processing does not demand processing resources, whereas con
trolled processing requires attention and decreases the individual capacity avail
able for other processing, like handling a mouse. 
o Finally, assumption three is only partly confirmed. For no differences between 
the two versions were found on measures of accuracy, efficiency and goal
directedness. Only the measure of effectivity showed that information pro
cessed in speech is easier to remember than information processed in text. 
However this difference in effectivity only means that S subjects remember 
absorbed information more correctly, but not that they also remember more 
information than T subjects. 
In terms of automatic processing, this means that S subjects are better able 
than T subjects to group or structure relevant information in a meaningful way to 
form an accurate mental model or "schema" to guide activity. In this case pro
cessing instructional information in an effective way. Whereas with controlled 
processing, as text processing was supposed to be, this is less easy. 
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6. Conclusions 

The times measured do not reveal much about the way or ability to process 
information, because the differences involved influence the processing times. 
Vet some inferences can be made from the fact that during the I-phase both T 
subjects and S subjects take the same amount of time to complete the instruc
tions. In the design of the present study, subjects had to go through the com
plete instructions and process them to be capable of answering questions later 
on. At least in the design used here, negative and positive aspects of speech 
versus text processing seem to counterbalance each other. 

Positive aspects of text like: 
□ Permanent presence of the most recent state. 
o Three times larger buttons than used in the S version. 
o More parallel! processing within a piece of instruction. 
o The use of an extra mousekey to be able to go back to the previous state. 
o The addition of an extra button to be able to return to the starting point. 

and negative aspects of text like: 
o Indirect access of pieces of text. 
o Buttons not embedded in the structural overview. 

seem to outweigh : positive aspects of speech like: 
o Direct access. 
o Buttons embedded in the structural overview. 
□ Three extra buttons to repeat sentences and one button to stop playing. 
□ Greater naturality than text . 
□ More possibilities to transfer the meaning of a sentence. 

and negative aspects of speech like: 
□ The most recent state not permanently present. 
□ Serial processing within a piece of instruction. 
□ Greater susceptibility to deterioration than text. 

Because of the balance of times in the 1-phase, the difference in times of both 
versions during the Q-phase must be due to one or more aspects that either 
only are present in the 1-phase or due to aspects that only during the Q-phase 
come in the picture. 
In this view the following aspects remain possible causes for the diff erence in 
time. 

(1) The fact that S subjects spend more time than T subjects, when they 
retrieve information. 

(2) The fact that the retrieval problem encountered in the I-phase is lacking 
now that T subjects have acquired the locations and keywords of the 
instructions. S subjects did not differ in goal-directedness trom T subjects, 
so this seems to confirm that T subjects know as well as S subjects where 
to find the target information during the Q-phase. · 

However the finding that more accurate T subjects are less goal-directed, 
though this was not true for S subjects, indicates that T Subjects know less well 
than S subjects where to find the information they look for. 

So it is not clear whether we signalize here the matching problem mentioned by 
Engel (1983) which causes subjects to get lost during the retrieval of 
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information. 

From the results obtained in the present experiment we can at least conclude 
that information that is presented aurally is better remembered than information 
presented visually. However, no evidence was found that Speech subjects also 
remember more information than Text subjects. Neither was evidence found 
that Speech subjects can process the same amount of information in a shorter 
time than Text subjects and reach the same or a higher level of knowledge. 
Although, based on the answers on the question how well subjects had 
comprehended the instructions, we might also conclude that subjects who had 
information presented aurally will understand it better than subjects who had 
the information presented visually. 

6.1 Personality and Tradeoff tnfluences 
Furthermore the data of the Text subjects seemed influenced by both a per
sonality factor, perhaps intelligence and by the tact that Text subjects tended to 
apply a speed/effectivity tradeoff during the experiment. 
However, the data of the Speech subjects seemed to be less under the 
influence of a personality factor and no evidence was found that they made a 
tradeoff between speed and effectivity. 
Finally, the data in the Text version were somewhat biased by the tact that Text 
subjects had more problems with retrieval of information than Speech subjects, 
which was due to the differences in design of both versions. 

6.2 Recommendattons 
Therefore we can make following recommendations tor further research on pros 
and cons of text and speech as mode of instruction presentation. 

(1) Let every subjects in the experiment work with both the Speech and the 
Text version, to optimalize the comparison. 

(2) Take a sample that is homogeneous, to minimalize individJal differences 
that cause spurious correlations. 

(3) Take the aspects that turned out to be important in the present study into 
account, when making the design tor the speech and the text system. I.e. 
equalize tor both versions: 
o accessability 
o the contents of the overview (if any) of the systems· structure. 
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7. Post-hoc experiment 

The experiment that will be described here was carried out to lnvestigate 
whether the results of the previous experiment can also be found in a more real
istic setting. That is, both Help systems were integrated in one of the annota
tion systems, viz. the voice-annotation system, so that the users could return to 
the Help information whenever they wished. 

7.1 Method 
7 .1.1 Materlal 
Both versions of the Help system remained unchanged, except that a button 
was added in the lower left corner, labeled: "quit help", which was explained by 
the text: "When you choose this button you will go (back) to the text with the 
voice annotations". 
The voice-annotation system consisted of two pages of a scientific report in 
English. The first page contained 12 annotations, and the second page con
tained 10 annotations. Those annotations were divided in 3 groups, at 

- letter level: 
- typing/spelling errors 

- word level: 
- writing abbreviations in full 
- correction of a fact 
- style correction 

- sentence level: 
- style correction 
- adding, replacing or deleting a sentence 

Furthermore 3 annotations concerned corrections on digit level, i.e. correcting 
numbers in a table. More details can be found in Kraaij (1988) . 

7.1.2 Design 
A sample of 6 subjects was selected and divided over the so-called Speech and 
Text version. The 3 subjects in the Speech version learned to use the voice
annotation system with the aid of the spoken Help system. The 3 subjects in the 
Text version learned to use the voice-annotation system with the aid of the 
printed Help system. 
The dependent variables: were time spent in the annotation system, time spent 
in the Help system, number of times that subjects went back to the Help sys
tem, number of correctly recognized speech commands, number of misrecog
nized speech commands, number of not processed speech commands and 
number of rejected commands (which resulted in two "beeps" as feedback to 
the user). 

7.1.3 Subjects 
The sample of 3 mate and 3 f emale subjects was randomty assigned to either 
the Text or the Speech version. The subjects of the Text version were an 18 
years old femate scholar, a 22 years old male student and a 24 years old male 
graduate. 
The subjects of the Speech version were a 19 years old male student, a 20 
years old female student and a 24 years old female graduale. 

7.1.4 Procedure 
Prior to the experiment the subjects were totd that they would perform only hatt 
of the experiment as described in the instructions. This remark was necessary 
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to prevent that subjects would read or listen to all of the instructions, i.e. about 
both annotation systems instead of only the voice-annotation system. Further
more, the subjects were told that they would receive the annotations (and the 
spoken Help information} by means of a loudspeaker and not by means of the 
earphones that were mentioned in the instructions. 
The experiment started with a display of the Help system. Before the subjects 
went to the annotation system, they had to train the speech recognizer. There
tore this training procedure was integrated in the system at the moment that the 
subject left the Help system and would enter the annotation system for the first 
time. About training a speech recognizer to recognize speech commands more 
specific information can be obtained from Kraaij (1988}. In contrast to the origi
nal experiment as described by Kraaij we did not administer a practicing task 
before the experimental task. Afterwards the subjects had to fill in a question
naire. 

7.1.5 Apparatus 
7.1.5.1 Hardware The program of the experiment ran simultaneously on two 
Sun-3/50-workstations, so that the experimentator could follow all actions of the 
subjects from a different room. Furthermore two PC's were used, a Philips PC 
P9116 that was extended with a speech recognltion board (the lnterstate 
Vocalink) and a Philips PC P3200 with an AD/DA-converter that functioned as a 
digital recorder 
for handling both the voice annotations and the spoken instructions. 

All speech information was audible through a loudspeaker. The speech com
mands were captured by a microphone that was attached to a headset (Shure, 
SM10A }. In the experimental room an extra microphone was installed to record 
all intended and unintended noise on a taperecorder, so that the experimentator 
not only obtained all rejected commands (by means of 2 beeps as a warning}. 
but also all correctly recognized commands, all commands that were misrecog
nized and all commands that were not processed at all, for example if a subject 
spoke too softly. 

7.1.5.2 Software The experiment was controlled by a Prolog program which 
runs a graphics program. The experiment was built in the "Ouick" software 
environment which consists of Prolog with extended 1/0 possibilities, i.e. a 
graphical window for visual output, mouse control and communication with 2 
PC's for Speech Recognition and Speech Storage. 
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7.2 Results 
The measures of processing time, accuracy, effectivity, efficiency, confidence in 
knowledge and goal-directedness as defined in the previous experiment cannot 
be used in the present experiment, but must be redefined, because of the shift 
in experimental task from answering questions to correcting documents on the 
basis of spoken annotations. 
Now the overall processing time can be divided in the total time needed to read 
or listen to the instructions in the Help system and the total time needed to com
plete the processing of annotations during the experimental task. 
As for effectivity all subjects managed to complete the experimental task accord
ing to the instructions. So in this sense all subjects were equally effective . Vet 
the subjects differed in the way by which they reached their goal, that is, they 
differed in the eff ectivity by which they used speech commands as input 
medium. This we call input-effectivity and can be defined as the total number of 
correctly recognized commands weighed against the total number of all uttered 
commands. 
In the same way a measure of input-efficiency is defined as the total number of 
correctly recognized commands divided by the total number of all uttered com
mands and the time spent in the annotation system. This measure is defined in 
such a way that the higher the score the more efficient is the input of the sub
ject. For calculation of this measure it is not only relevant to include the percen
tage of correctly recognized commands, but also the time needed by a subject 
to carry out the experimental task. In this measure we do not include the time 
spent in the Help system, because this aspect is not necessarily related to the 
actual performance during the experimental task. 
lnstead of the previous rneasure of confidence in knowledge we can define a 
measure of uncertainty of knowledge that is described as the time spent in the 
Help system when a subject returns to the instructions during the experimental 
task. 
The measures of accuracy and goal-directedness are left out, because now it is 
not easy to discover which information the subject looked for when he or she 
returned to the Help system. Moreover it is not fruitful to try and guess their 
intentions, since we deal now with only a very small sample of subjects. 
The measures of comprehension, mouse dexterity, mouse experience and com
puter experinence are obtained trom the answers to the questions in the ques
tionnaire in the same way as we did in the previous experiment. 
Though some of the measures that are defined here seem to be suitable for a 
statistica! analysis we will not perform statistica! tests because of the lack of 
sufficient subjects and a well-balanced design. 

In the following paragraph we will only describe the quantitative results and the 
data from the questionnaire. Before we start with an interpretation it is important 
to realise that on the basis of these results one cannot jump to conclusions that 
reveal some genera! tendency. 

7.2.1 Processing time, lnput-Effectlvlty, Input-Efficiency, Uncertalnty of 
knowledge, Comprehenslon and Mouse dexterlty 
Processing time The 3 Text subjects spent respectively 614 seconds (10:14 
minutes), 1007 seconds (16:47) and 596 seconds (9:56) totally in the Help sys
tem, whereas the 3 Speech subjects spent respectively 843 seconds (20:53), 
1354 seconds (22:34) and 1046 seconds (17:26) totally in the Help System. For 
completing the experimental task the 3 Text subjects needed respectively 1253 
seconds (20:53 minutes), 1770 seconds (19:30) and 1278 seconds (21 :18), 
whereas the 3 Speech subjects needed respectively 1248 seconds (20:48), 
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1326 seconds (22:06) and 767 seconds (12:47). These processing times do not 
include the time that subjects spent during the training of the Speech recog
nizer. 
lnput-Effectlvlty While the present measure of input-effectivity is only con
cerned with how welf subjects used the speech commands, we will first give a 
listing of their performance: 

number of number of number of number of 
correctly misrecognized not processed rejected 

recognized commands commands commands 
commands 

T1 : 59 0 3 2 
T2: 74 2 0 2 
T3: 42 1 0 3 
S1: 48 1 3 0 
S2: 57 7 7 5 
S3: 38 0 3 3 

The scores of the 3 Text subjects on input-effectivity were, respectively: 92% 
(59/64), 95% (74/78) and 91% (42/46). The scores of the 3 Speech subjects 
were, respectively: 92% (48/52), 75% (57/76) and 86% (38/44). 
Input-Efficiency The scores of the 3 Text subjects on input-efficiency were 
(when multiplied by 1000) respectively : 0.74, 0.54 and 0.71 and of the 3 Speech 
subjects: 0.74, 0.57 and 1.13 (The higher the score the more efficient is the 
input of the subject). 
Uncertalnty of knowledge The 3 subjects in the Text version returned respec
tively 2 times, 1 time and 0 times to the Help system. The 3 subjects in the 
Speech version retumed respectively 0 times, 3 times and 2 times to the Help 
system. The time spent on the instructions by the Text subjects after return to 
the Help system was, respectively: 93 (6 and 1 states looked up), 14 (1 state) 
and 0 seconds. The time that the Speech subjects spent was, respectively : 0, 
267 (8, 2 and 1 states looked up) and 64 (2 and 1 states) seconds. 
Comprehenslon The answers of all Text subjects to the question how welf they 
had comprehended the instructions was: not comprehended at once. Whereas 
2 Speech subjects said that they had comprehended the instructions completely 
and only 1 subject said that she did not comprehend it at once. 
Mouse dexterlty In the Text version 1 subject said it was not easy to use the 
mouse and 2 subjects said it was moderately easy. Of the Speech subjects 1 
subject said it was not easy to use, 1 subject said it was moderately easy and 1 
subject said lt was easy to use the rnouse. 

7.2.2 Results of the questionnaire 
In the light of the scarce data above lt is more interesting to report the actual 
comments of the 6 subjects on both the voice-annotation system and the Help 
system than to analyse the quantitative data statistically. Furtherrnore an 
inte,pretation of these remarks is only reasonable in comparison with the back
grounds of each subject. In this paragraph the outcornes of the questiomaire 
are always described in the same order in that the subjects who got printed 
Help information are called: T1, T2 and T3, and the subjects who got spoken 
Help information are calfed S1, S2 and S3. 
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Ouestions: 
1. to 3. Age, gender and occupation. 

T1 18, female, high-school pupil. 

T2 22, male, student in lnformational Technics. 

T3 24, male, graduate in Physics. 

S1 19, male, student in Economics. 

S2 20, female, student in Dutch linguistics and literature. 

S3 24, female, graduate in Dutch linguistics and literature. 

4. Computer experience and mouse experience. 

T1 No, no 

T2 Yes, yes 

T3 No, no 

$1 Yes.yes 

S2 No, no 

S3 No, no 

5. What is your experience with the Engfish fanguage? 
Did you have difficufty in this respect with understanding of the parts of the 
annotations that were spoken in Engfish? 

T1 Lessons at school; sometimes 

T2 Lessons at school and holidays; no, except some words 

T3 Reading novels and scientific reports, speaking informally, TV; no 

S1 Studies; (1 had difficulty) with one word 

S2 Learned at school, conversation; no 

S3 Highschool, holidays; no 

6. Do you have experience with dictation equipment? 
None of the subjects had such experience. 

7. Did you have any troubfe with the controf of one of the annotation systems, 
concerning: 
- the speech recognizer: if yes, how often did this happen and was it annoying? 

T1 No 

T2 Works fine, only "beeps" have an unclear meaning. lt would be better and 
clearer to let the computer say something like: "What?" with a voice that 
differs from the annotation voice . 

T3 About four times, but it was not annoying. 

S1 Three times the system did not recognize "next". 

S2 Yes, certain words were not recognized (e.g. "pause"). This occurred quite 
often and was annoying. 

S3 Sometimes (beep). 
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- remembering commands, system operation. For instance, did you return to the 
Help system? 

T1 lt was difficult to remember long commands (this subjects means perhaps 
annotations, L.J.K.). 1 have returned to the Help system. 

T2 Everything was setf-evident after the Help-file as an introduction. 

T3 No (trouble; did not return to the Help system) 

S1 No (trouble; did not return to the Help system) 

S2 Yes (trouble; returned to the Help system) 

S3 Yes (trouble; returned to the Help system) 

- Was there anything that went wrong. lf so, what? 

T1 In case of the command "pause" it lasted a white before he stopped and 1 
got confused. 

T2 "Help" gave unexpectedly the manual. (By misrecognition of "help" as 
"repeat" this subject gathered that in case of the command "help" the 
computer would do the most ptausible. This is the reason why he did not 
expect the Help system aft er the command "help". lf the system works 
that way, he thinks that this would be very practical.) 

T3 Changing of pages went wrong (The system went down and for the 
second page the system had to be started up again, L.J.K.) . 

S1 No 

S2 System went down (There was a system break-down between annotation 
11 and 12 of the first page). 

S3 1 had to repeat long sentences again and again and I did not understand 
at once how I could get the annotation 12, white no numbers were men
tioned (shown on the screen L.J.K.) and forward reference was meant. (In 
annotation 5 the annotation voice said:"ln annotation 12 1 have already 
stated how you should make a reference" in stead of I wil/ state how you 
should ... ). 

6. Would you be ablelwould you like to work with one of the annotation sys
tems in a professional situation and why? 
Please concentrate your answer on the use of a speech recognizer and the tact 
that annotations are not written on paper but are stored in computer memory. 
- How practical is such a system when one has to work with it professionally? 

T1 Voice annotations are not convenient. lt costs too much time. Using 
speech commands seems to be practical to me. 

T2 Yes, the practical value is high, you have your hands free and enough 
room for writing, (because you do not need keyboard). 

T3 1 prefer a conversation with the person who gives the comments. Vet 1 
could deal with it. 

S 1 The system is not practical as f ar as it is developed now on account of 
certain restrictions. 

S2 tt seems practical to me. You can write and listen simultaneously. 

S3 Practical, because you can work taster, for, writing and listening go hand 
in hand in contrast to reading and writing. · 
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- The use of a speech recognizer as a medium for commands. 

T1 This is quite easy, because the commands are quickly given and quickly 
automatically used (by the speaker) without need to think about it. 

T2 Practical, only "pause" must be swift as an arrow. E.g. "stop" or "ho" and 
then silence at once. (This subject thinks probably that the slowness of 
reaction on the command "pause" is due to this and not to a feature of the 
software of which the system is built). 

T3 Very practical and natural. 

S1 Speed: speech recognition works faster than keying in. 

S2 Very practical, is much taster than when you have to key in or something 
like that. 

S3 Faster; thus recommendable. 

- The storage of annotations in the computer together with the text they belong 
to. 

T1 1 do not think that this is practical, he continues to speak after the com
mand "pause" and after "repeat", he repeats the complete sentence, 
though perhaps only the last piece was not clear. 

T2 The link is important (this subject means perhaps the connection between 
the positions of the annotation-marks and the words or sentences in the 
text to which the annotations belong. 

T3 lt works tiptop and you get quickly used to it. In practica it is perhaps not 
necessary, except for very busy people? 

S1 Restriction of the number of annotations that can be used. 

S2 lt works probably taster than when they are on paper. 

S3 1 have no idea what the restrictions are of such a system. 

9. What is your opinion on the sound quality of the voice-annotations? 

T1 Tolerable; volume was good, but intelligibility was sometimes less good. 

T2 Very good. 

T3 Well understandable. 

S1 Good 

S2 Good 

S3 Good 

10. Are you bothered by wearing a headset? 

T1 Yes, it shoved away. 

T2 Yes, it shoves and the wire is annoying. 

T3 No 

S1 Yes, little freedom of rnovement. 

S2 No 

S3 Only if my ears itch. 
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11 . What is your opinion on the screen lay-out? Position and size of: 
- the annotation marks 

T1 Good 

T2 Screen is too large. 

T3 Good 

S1 Clear 

S2 Reasonable, but were not always at the correct position: sometimes at the 
end of a line, although something was asked about halfway in the line. 

S3 Clear 

- the system messages, did they catch your attention? 
On this question all subjects answered: yes. 
- the system feedback messa ges about the last recognized word and the possi
ble commands. 

T1 Clear 

T2 This was very good. 

T3 Perhaps you do not need the command words anymore after a while. 

S1 Feedback etc. benefits user-friendliness. 

S2 Very easy. 

S3 Good 

12. Where you bothered by slow response times, if yes, which ones? 

T1 No 

T2 After "pause" he did not stop at once. 

T3 lf you wanted to repeat something you had to walt till he was ready with 
speaking. (This subject has not understood that during the speaking of the 
voice one could utter the next command, as was told in the instructions, 
L.J.K.) 

S1 No 
S2 (Between) the point of time that one said "pause" and the moment that 

this actually started. 

S3 lf you called for "next" during an annotation (e.g. when a subject relistened 
an annotation to check the correction he made). 

13. Did you think the screen was unquiet, in such a way that it bothered you? 

T1 In the beginning of the Help system. The first page contained too many 
data. 

All other subjects answered "no". 

14. Which commands did you miss or would be useful? 

T1 None 

T2 (The commands were) very good, some of them not even used. 

T3 "Speak slower". 

S1 "Move taster through a text" (i.e. a spoken annotation). 

S2 None 

S3 None 
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15. How often was a command: 
- rejected (e.g.: never, sometimes, often, etc.)? 

T1 Once (actually 2 times, L.J.K.) . 

T2 Once; not annoying, just say it again (actually 2 times) . 

T3 Sometimes (actually 3 times). 

S1 Sometimes (actually : never). 

S2 Sometimes (actually 5 times) . 

S3 Sometimes (actually 3 times). 

- misrecognized? 

T1 Never 

T2 Once, this is annoying, gives unexpected behaviour (of the system) . 
(actually 2 times, L.J.K.). 

T3 Once 

S1 Never (actually: once) . 

S2 Sometimes (actually 7 times). 

S3 Never 

- were you annoyed by this? 

T1 No 

T2 Rejections: no ; misrecogitions: yes. 

T3 No 

S1 No 

S2 Yes 

S3 No 

16. Do you have other remarks or suggestions about the system or the experi
ment? 

T1 In my opinion it was not completely clear how you had to fill in the correc
tions on the paper and how you had to change sentence structures. 

T2 There should be a possibility to think aloud (e .g. by turning the mike on 
and off), while you do not need to be afraid that the computer breaks 
down. In such a case the computer should not react, or utter just a 
remark, which is more human. 

T3 1 did not understand in the beginning what was the idea (of the whole 
, experiment); not until the end of (the) help(-phase). 

S1 No remarks. 

S2 No ramarks. 

S3 lt is more convenient if a subject is told first what is expected of him (e.g. 
in a few opening remarks) and (to give) an instruction that it is not neces
sary to go through all help functions before you start: (This subject means 
that it was not necessary to listen to all information about the voice
annotation system first, instead she preferred it if she could have started 
with the task after listening to only the most relevant information needed in 
the beginning). 
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Questlons about the Help system 

17. Was it easy to use the mouse? (yes; moderately; no) 

T1 Moderately easy. 

T2 Not easy. 

T3 Moderately easy. 

S1 Not easy. 

S2 Easy 

S3 Moderately easy. 

18. Were the instructions comprehensible? (yes; not at once; no) 

T1 Not at once. 

T2 Not at once. 

T3 Not at once. 

S1 Yes 

S2 Yes 

S3 Not at once. 

19. Were there any problems during the Help System? 
Subjects T1 to S2 did not report any trouble, however, subject S3 said:"Yes, 1 
always wondered: should I remember all this? Visual support does not seem to 
be redundant to me (e.g. + = cursor,! 1 = button, etc.). 

20. Yet other remarks? 

T1 The schema of the tree was not clear until after some pages (of the Help 
system) . A lot information to remember. lt was not really clearly explained 
what should be done with the remarks (annotations) . 

T2 (lnstead of the present Help system) it also would have been good, if the 
help-file was told to me as a summary. 

T3 The division (of text pieces) in the tree structure seemed to be somewhat 
arbitrary. 

S1 No 

S2 Very much information at once. Difficult to remember everything at once. 

S3 No 

A question only asked to Text subjects: 
21. What did you think of the little tree in the lower right corner of the screen? 

T1 Convenient 

T2 Very good idea. In my opinion it was good that a path was drawn. But 1 
did not understand the purpose of the help-file until the experiment started. 
Once you have done it, it is very simple. The double texts (This refers to 
the f act that the instructions about the Voice-annotation system resembled 
very much the instructions about the script-annotation system L.J.K.) are 
not annoying. In my opinion it is rather easy. The first time it serves as 
information, the second time it serves to walk quickly through (as a check); 
practical. (This subject has ignored the remark of the experimentator that 
he needed only the information about the voice-annotation system, he 
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went through the complete instructions instead.) 

T3 Convenient to know were you are and what you have not covered yet. 

Following questions were only asked to Speech subjects: 

22. Was the spoken text always intelligible? 
All Speech subjects answered "yes". 

23. Which voice do you prefer? A female voice, a male voice or do you have 
no preference? 

S1 No preference. 

S2 A male voice 

S3 A male voice (because this subject prefers a deep voice). 

24. What did you think of the speed of the text? Too tast, good or too slow? 

S1 Good 

S2 Rather slow. 

S3 Good 

25. What did you think of the intonation? Good; neither good, nor bad; bad. 

S1 Good 

S2 Neither good, nor bad. 

S3 Neither good, nor bad. 

26. Did you recognize the voice? 
All Speech subjects recognized that it was the experimentator·s voice. 
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7.3 Dlscusslon and concluslons 
On the basis of the measures of processing time we find that the subjects in the 
Text version are taster than the subjects in the Speech version in absorbing the 
instructions about the annotation system. This tendency contradicts the finding 
in the previous experiment that Text subjects were as tast as Speech subjects. 
However, no statistica! evidence to confirm this contradiction is possible. 
The finding that Speech subjects are taster in carrying out the actual annotation 
task is not contradictory to the results of the previous experiment, on account of 
which we supposed that Speech subjects understand the system better than 
Text subjects. Though this tendency is in accordance with the finding in the 
previous experiment that information presented aurally is better remembered 
than information presented visually, we lack solid statistica! evidence. 
As tor input-efficiency, it seems that Text subjects are more effective than 
Speech subjects. However, this measure of effectivity is very restricted, because 
only the actual use of commands is taken into account, whereas aspects as 
how easily subjects handle the annotations by use of these commands cannot 
be measured. 
Regarding input-efficiency we might conclude that Speech subjects are some
what more efficient than Text subjects in using speech commands as an input
medium. This might be related to a better understanding of the information. 
However, we have too little data to confirm this with a statistica! test. 
Furthermore, as tor the measure of uncertainty of knowledge we must not jump 
to conclusions as that Text subjects are more certain about their knowledge of 
the system than Speech subjects. Not only because of too little data on this 
measure, but also because we cannot quàntify the data above in the same way 
as we did in the earlier definition of confidence in knowledge as number of 
answers made by heart. 
Though the result of the measure of comprehension is in accordance with the 
tentative conclusion in the previous experiment that Speech subjects obtain a 
higher level of comprehension than Text subjects it remains a speculation. 
The measure of mouse dexterity can be ignored, because the answers on the 
question appeared to be meaningless, when compared with the actual perfor
mance on a so-called mouse dexterity test. This test measured how tast sub
jects could hit a target that was shown in different sizes and on different posi
tions on the screen. lt appeared that subjects judged their performance mainly 
in relation to their previous mouse experience and computer experience. For, 
two subjects who said that it was not easy to use the mouse scored very high 
on the mouse test (103 and 100 seconds), whereas a subject who scored low 
on this test (149 seconds) said that it was easy to use the mouse. The remain
ing subjects who said that it was moderately easy to use the mouse scored 98, 
109 and 202 seconds. 
So the attention paid to this measure in the previous experiment seems wasted 
after all. 

Finally, some indications about which medium (speech or text) yields a better 
understanding of the Help information can be extracted trom the remarks of the 
subjects about the system. For, some remarks reflect a misunderstanding of 
the information that was not caught by the experimental data. 
For example, the Text subject that did not understand what happened in case of 
the command "help", the Speech subject that did not understand how one 
should use the command "number", the Text subject that complained that you 
had to wait until the annotation voice had stopped till the next command could 
be given, which was in tact not necessary. Likewise it is typical that a Text sub
ject proposed a new command "speak slower", whereas a Speech subject 
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proposed the opposite, viz. a command to "move faster through a text". 
Furthermore, the answers on questions 16, 18, 19 and 20 show that Speech 
subjects have a slightly better comprehension of the annotation system than 
Text subjects. For example, two Text subjects said that they did not understand 
the idea of the experiment, not until the end of the help information. The other 
Text subject remarked that the division in the tree structure in different text 
pieces seemed somewhat arbitrary and that it was a lot of information to 
remember. lt was not completely clear to her how to carry out the corrections. 
So these data indicate that the subjects who learned by means of Speech help 
comprehended the system somewhat better than the subjects who learned by 
means of Text help. 
On the other hand, one Speech subject also said that it was very much informa
tion at once and difficult to remember and another Speech subject said that she 
wondered how she should remember all the information and therefore proposed 
visual support. Furthermore, a Text subject said that once you were carrying 
out the task it was very easy to do. Moreover, according to the answers on 
question 7, Speech subjects report in general more trouble with the use of 
speech commands and with the working of the annotation system than Text 
subjects. So these data show that there is no overall advantage of Speech over 
Text as medium tor instructions. 

Now we can conclude that, though no clear advantages of either text or speech 
are shown, all subjects learned to work with the voice-annotation system 
remarkably welf and were even quite positive about the use of speech
commands as a command mode. Moreover compared to the resutts of previous 
experimentation with a voice-controlled annotation system used by professional 
subjects (secretaries) (Kraaij, 1988), the subjects in the present experiment 
were generally performing better as far as the use of the speech commands is 
concerned. To what extent we owe this success to the implemented Help sys
tem or, for example, to the integrated training procedure and the gained experi
ence on the experimental set-up remains a question to be answered. 
More definite answers should be obtained when the present experiment is car
ried out with a larger sample of subjects. Furthermore, it is recommendable to 
connect both Help systems with the existing script-annotation system of Kraaij 
(1988) . For, the original question which medium should be used for the imple
mentation of a Help system then can be specified into the question: do users 
prefer a spoken Help system that is combined with the voice-annotation system 
and a printed Help system combined with the script-annotation system over spo
ken Help tor the script-annotation system and printed Help for the voice
annotation system? On a basis of compatibility one should answer this question 
affirmative, however, because of discriminability between the Help system and 
the annotation system a reverse combination is perhaps more suitable, so that 
the user does not get confused by mixing both systems. Though it was hardly 
relevant in the present system, since different input modes were used (mouse
inpuVspeech-input) for the different systems, it is imaginable that this problem of 
confusion arises, when with an eye on futura experiments both Help systems 
are changed from mouse-controlled into voice-controlled systems. 
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Table 1 

pairs number number 
number 

of version I-times 0-times I+0-times correct 
subjects (seconds) (seconds) ( seconds) 

correct by heart by heart 

1 Text 2351 1405 3756 7 10 5 
2 Text 823 1569 2392 15 5 4 
3 Text 1003 1128 2131 13 5 3 
4 Text 941 1758 2699 16 2 2 
5 Text 1325 1265 2590 12 12 9 
6 Text 555 1081 1636 15 3 2 
7 Text 1434 1140 2574 14 2 0 
8 Text 1101 1527 2628 16 1 1 1 1 
9 Text 1436 1662 3098 14 13 11 

1 Speech 1447 2291 3738 10 6 1 

2 Speech 1174 1185 2359 16 13 13 

3 Speech 1166 1556 2722 16 8 8 

4 Speech 1134 1656 2790 15 10 9 

5 Speech 1214 1503 2717 15 4 3 

6 Speech 1539 1093 2632 15 13 12 

7 Speech 1165 1565 2730 16 15 15 

8 Speech 1220 2119 3339 16 10 10 

9 Speech 958 1906 2864 15 1 1 

pairs number number mean mean 
mean time 

of correct and of wrong number of number of 
subjects target state states repeats (I) repeats (Q) 

per state (0) 

1 2 4 3.3 0 .2 33 .00 

2 6 2 1.2 0 .7 28 .75 
3 6 0 1.5 0 .4 15. 17 

4 11 15 1 . 1 1.4 31.80 

5 2 2 1.8 0.2 54 .67 

6 10 12 1.3 1.2 29.67 

7 10 9 2.7 0 .9 6.50 

8 4 1 1.2 0 .2 0 .00 

9 3 4 3.2 0.5 15.25 

1 5 6 1.4 0.8 69 .50 

2 2 1 1.2 0.1 58 .00 
3 6 1 1.2 0 .2 47.50 
4 5 0 1. 7 0 .4 68 .00 
5 10 1 1.5 0.6 31.60 
6 2 3 1.8 0.4 24 .43 
7 0 0 1.3 0.0 79 .00 
8 4 1 1.4 0.4 0 .00 
9 12 12 1.2 1.4 55 .40 
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pairs 
of comprehension mouse dexterity age gander 

subjects 

1 no aftar practica; yes 40 female 
2 partly yes 26 female 
3 partly yes 23 female 
4 partly yes 19 female 
5 partly aftar practica; yes 28 male 
6 yes yes 23 male 
7 partly yes 22 male 
8 yes yes 22 male 
9 yes yes 20 male 

1 yes no 48 female 
2 yes yes 27 female 
3 yes aftar practica; yes 22 female 
4 partly yes 19 female 
5 yes yes 27 male 
6 no no 24 male 
7 yes yes 22 male 
8 yes yes 22 male 
9 yes yes 20 male 

pairs mouse computer 
of level of education 

experience exerience 
subjects 

1 non-universitary no no 
2 non-universitary . a little bit yes 
3 non-universitary no a little bit 
4 non-universitary no no 
5 universitary yes yes 
6 universitary yes yes 
7 non-universitary yes yes 
8 universitary no yes 
9 universitary yes yes 

1 non-universitary no no 
2 universitary no yes 
3 non-universitary no a little bit 
4 non-universitary a little bit a little bit 
5 non-universitary yes yes 
6 universitary no a little bit 
7 non-universitary a little bit a little bit 
8 universitary no yes 
9 non-universitary a little bit no 

\. 
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Fig. 1: The times needed to complete the different parts of the experiment 
(l=lnstruction-phase, 0=0uestion-phase) . 
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Fig. 1a: The times needed by the subjects to complete the first part of the 
experiment (=lnstruction-phase) . 
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Fig. 1b: The times needed by the subjects to complete the second part of the 

experiment (=Ouestion-phase). 
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Fig. 1c: The times needed by the subjects to complete both parts of the experi

ment (=lnstruction-phase + Ouestion-phase). 
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Fig. 1d: Stack-table of the times needed by the Text subjects to complete both 
the lnstruction-phase and the Ouestion-phase. 
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both the lnstruction-phase and the Ouestion-phase. 
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Fig. 2: Frequencies of number correct (C), number by heart (H), number correct 
by heart (C by H) and number correct in the target state (C and T) . 
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Fig. 2c: Frequencies of number of answers the subjects made correct by heart. 
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Fig. 2d: Frequencies of number of answers the subjects made correct, after 
they had returned to the target state where they could find the answer. 
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Fig. 2f: Stack-table of the number correct by heart and the number correctly 
retrieved in the target state by the Speech subjects . 
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Fig. 2g: Stack-table of the number of correct answers by heart and the number 
of incorrect answers by heart for the Text subjects . 
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found) states retrieved, before a correct answer was given (WrSt=Wrong 
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Fig. 4b: Level of mouse dexterity reached by the subjects. (Score of how easy 
it had been to use the mouse : 1=easy, 2=neither easy, nor difficult, 
3=difficult). 
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Fig. 4c: Level of prior mouse experience of the subjects (1=experience, 2=a lit
tle bit experience, 3=no experience) . 
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Fig. 13 Characteristics of text on screen as a medium tor information output, 
and their influence on the features of the Text version. 
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Fig. 14 Characteristics of speech as a medium tor information output, and their 
influence on the features of the Speech version. 
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APPENDIX A 

Read this well first: 
You have to imagine yourself, that you have to participate in an experiment in a 
short while . 
You can get the instructions tor this experiment on the screen by using the 
mouse. 

You have to go through the complete instructions. On this occasion it is possible 
to go as many times as you wish through the parts of the instructions. Read 
those instructions well and try to absorb them as if you have to participate in the 
experiment afterwards. 

However, instead of the experiment you will get questions about that experi
ment. 

Lees dit eerst goed door: 
U moet zich voorstellen, dat U straks een experiment gaat doen. 
U kunt de instructies voor dat experiment op het beeldscherm krijgen door de 
muis te gebruiken. 

Het is de bedoeling, dat U de volledige instructies doorloopt. Hierbij is het 
mogelijk zo vaak als U wilt naar bepaalde delen van de instructies te gaan. 
Lees de instructies goed en probeer de instructies in U op te nemen alsof U 
daarna het experiment moet doen. 

In plaats van het experiment krijgt U echter vragen over dat experiment. 
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APPENDIX B 

Questions about the 
instructions 
Now you get questions about the preceding instructions. You have to answer 
those one by one. You may go to the next question only after having answered 
the preceding question, while you can not return to the preceding question. 

First try to answer as much as posslble by heart. A precise answer is not 
necessary; circumscriptions are also correct. 

However, you may, if you like, look at the instructions once more, if you do not 
know the answer or do not know the answer well enough in order to find the 
correct answer. 

Vragen over de instructies 
Nu krijgt U vragen over de voorgaande instructies. Deze moet U een voor een 
beantwoorden. Omdat U niet terug kunt gaan naar de vorige vraag, mag U pas 
naar een volgende vraag gaan, als U de vorige vraag beantwoord heeft. 

Probeer eerst de vragen zo veel mogelijk uit het hoofd te beantwoorden. Een 
letterlijk antwoord is niet nodig; omschrijvingen zijn ook goed. 

U mag echter, als U het antwoord op een vraag niet of onvoldoende weet, 
gerust nog eens de instructies bekijken om het goede antwoord op te zoeken. 
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APPENDIX C 

Interview 

□ Which education did you follow or did you complete? 
□ Do you have computer experience? Yes; a little bit ; no. 
□ Do you have mouse experience? Yes; a little bit ; no. 
o Was it easy to use the mouse? Yes; neither easy, nor difficult ; no. 
□ Were the pieces of the instructional text comprehensible? Yes ; neither 
comprehensible, nor incomprehensible; no. 
□ Did you encounter any difficulties during the experiment? 
o Do you have any further remarks? 

A Questlon asked In the Text verslon only: 
□ What did you think of the little tree in the lower right corner of the screen? 

Questlons asked In the Speech verslon only: 
□ Was the spoken text always intelligible? 
□ Which gender would you prefer to hear? A female voice; a male voice or do 
you have no preference? 
o What did you think of the speed of the spoken text? Was it too tast, good or 
too slow? 
□ Was the intonation good? Yes: neither good, nor bad; no. 
o Did you recognize the voice? 
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APPENDIX D 

Questions about the instructions: 

(1) How are both annotation systems manipulated? 

(2) What is the purpose of the command "number"? 

(3) What is the program of the experiment? 

(4) Give a short circumscription of "instruction" of the text annotation system. 

(5) What can be seen in the upper right corner of the screen in both annota-
tion systems? 

(6) What is the purpose of the command "go on"? 

(7) Mention 3 tips to prevent incorrect recognltion of speech commands. 

(8) Which command do you have to use to evoke the first annotation? 

(9) What is visible on the left of the speech commnand menu? 

(10) What is the purpose of the training? 

(11) Give a short circumscription of "instruction" of the speech-annotation sys
tem. 

(12) What is the purpose of the command "extra"? 

(13) Mention the speech commands of the basic menu of the speech
annotation system. 

(14) On which part of the screen appear the annotations in the text-annotation 
system? 

(15) What do you have to do by means of speech commands in the speech
annotation system? 

(16) Mention the speech commnads of the basis menu of the text-annotation 
system. 

(17) What do you have to do by means of speech commands in the text
annotation system? 

(18) What is the purpose of the command "next"? 
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APPENDIX E 

Remarks 
made by and about the subjects during the experiment 

Text subjects: 

Subject 1 "Taking part in an experiment is always a strain for oneseH." 

Subject 1 has tried to answer as many questions as possible by heart, expects 
therefore that she has given many incorrect .answers. 
She says that she is always nervous before an experiment. 
Expects this system to be useful to teach people something. 

Subject 2 No remarks 

Subject 3 "lt is easy that you can look back." 

subject 4 The Ouestions this subject knew by heart, she still looked up, to be 
sure. 

She did not know what was meant by an annotation; she said that she could not 
understand the texts. 

subject 5 "The questions are often identical" 

subject 6 "The mouse reacted too slow two times, but that was not annoy-
ing." 

This subject knew the word "annotation" only in relation to computer program
ming. 

subject 7 "The experiment was well constructed." 

subject 8 

subject 9 

"During the answering of the questions, you could easily confuse 
text-annotation system with speech-annotation system, because of 
the single difference between the words text and speech 

"lt is pleasant to work with the system and it is fun to use the 
menu." 

Speech subjects: 
subject 1 "Some practica in advance can be useful. You have too little time to 

work with it in a relaxed way" 
"When the spoken text ends, you should want to know this, e.g. by 
means of a small peep or a remark." 

At first this subject took up the mouse and pointed with it at the screen, as if it 
was a remote control. 

subject 2 "A disadvantage of speech is, that it is slow and you have no over
view. In case of text that is visible, you can again look up things." 

subject 3 No remarks 

subject 4 "lt was only annoying that, if you wanted to stop the speech, you 
have to go all the way (to the buttons in the lower right corner) and 
if you have arrived there, it is too late." 

This subject has made little use of "retrack one, two or four sentences", 
because she could not "situate it", viz. she forgot where she was. 
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subject 5 "The (spoken) text was often the same." 
"A pleasant experiment" 

subject 6 No remarks 

subject 7 No remarks 

subject 8 "The instructions contained too much text." 

subject 9 "You have to search back often. You can't remember everything at 
once." 
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APPENDIX F 

1-comprehended completely, 2=partly comprehended, 3=not at 
all comprehended 

Text : rate of comprehension 
of the female subjects 

Il 1 
~ 2 
t2I 3 

PA 1 
0 2 
0 3 

Speech: rate of comprehension 
of the female subjects 

Text : level of mouse dexterity 
of the female subjects 

11 . 1 
fa 2 
0 3 

Il 1 
0 2 
tJ 3 

Speech : level of mouse dexterity 
of the female subjects 

~ 

Text : rate of comprehension 
of the male subjects 

,a 1 
rn 2 

□ 3 

11 1 
ra 2 
0 3 

Speech : rate of comprehension 
of the male subjects 

1 =easy, 2=neither easy, nor dilficult , 3=difficult 

Text : level of mouse dexterity 
of the male subjects 

Il 
□ 2 
□ 3 

■, 
0 2 
0 3 

Speech : level of mouse dexterity 
of the male subjects 
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1-experience, 2=a little bit experience, 3=no experience 

■ 1 
~ 2 
ra 3 

Text : level of mouse experience 
of the female subjects 

■ 1 
~ 2 
ra 3 

Speech : level of mouse experience 
of the female subjects 

■ 1 
ra 2 
[2J 3 

Text : level of computer experience 
of the female subjects ., 

~ 2 
[J 3 

Speech : level of computer experience 
of the female subjects 

■ 1 
rn 2 
C3 3 

Text: level of mouse experience 
of the male subjects 

., 
rn 2 
C3 3 

Speech: level of mouse experience 
of the male subjects 

Il 1 
Q 2 
□ 3 

Text : level of computer experience 
of the male subjects 

,m1 
0 2 
0 3 

Speech : level of computer experience 
of the male subjects 
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• u 
12:1 non U 

IJ u 
f.a non U 

Speech: level of education 
of the female subjects 

Text: level of education 
of the male subjects 

B u 
~ non U 

• u 
~ nonU 

Speech: level of education 
of the male subjects 
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APPENDIX G 

Contents of the instructions in the Text 
version 

state 9: "plaat muis" 

Uitleg over het gebruik van de muis voor het doorlopen 
van deze handleiding: 

- U kunt de cursor over het scherm bewegen door de muis 
over de metalen plaat te schuiven. 

Wanneer U de muis optilt, blijft de cursor 
op het scherm op zijn oude plaats staan. 

U kunt de cursor gemakkelijker over een grote 
afstand bewegen, als U de muis optilt en vanaf 
een rand over de metalen plaat schuift. 

- Een button is een rechthoek waarin een bepaald 
woord staat. 

U kunt een button uitkiezen door de cursor in deze 
rechthoek te zetten. Als U op de rechterknop drukt, 
komt de gevraagde informatie op het scherm. 

Wanneer U de voorgaande tekst terug wilt zien, hoeft 
U geen button te kiezen, maar dient U alleen op de 
linkerknop te drukken. 

Om te beginnen kies: 1 handle1dingl 

- U keert terug naar het begin van de instructies, 
wanneer U de button "start" kiest. 

state 1 O: "plaat 1" 

Handleiding 

voor een experiment waarbij U annotaties bij een tekst 
kunt oproepen door middel van spraakcommando's 

lprogrammal 
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state 20: "plaat 2" 

inleiding 

U gaat beurtelings werken met twee annotatiesystemen: 

a) een systeem waarbij de annotaties als spraak hoorbaar zijn. 

b) een systeem waarbij de annotaties als tekst zichtbaar zijn. 

In beide gevallen bedient U het systeem via een spraakherkenner. 

1 spraakannotat,esysteeml 

1 tekstannotat,esysteem 1 

state 21: "plaat 3" 

Het dQfil van dit experiment is het ontdekken van 
voor- en nadelen voor iemand die al aanwezige tekst
annotaties moet ontvangen en verwerken ten opzichte 
van iemand die al aanwezige spraakannotaties moet 
ontvangen en verwerken. 

Verder willen we weten wat gebruikers vinden van 
bediening door middel van spraakcommando's in plaats 
van bediening via het toetsenbord. 

state 22: "plaat 4" 

Het programma van het experiment is : 

trainen 

sessie 1: 
- oefenen 
- experiment met spraakannotaties 

sessie 2: 
- oefenen 
- experiment met tekstannotaties 

enquete 

lfrainenl 

lenguetel 
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state 32: "plaat 7" 

~ 

Dit is nodig omdat de spraakherkenner de stem 
van iedere proefpersoon moet kunnen herkennen. 

state 33: "plaat 8" 

enguete 

De enquete bevat vragen over hoe U het vindt om 
spraakcommando's te gebruiken. 

state 30: "plaat 5" 

spraakannotatiesysteem 

De annotaties zijn ingesproken en opgeslagen in het 
geheugen van een computer. 

U kunt ze beluisteren via een oortelefoon. 

state 40: "plaat 9" 

1 spraakcommando's 1 

1 bas1smenu 1 

1 taafomschnjving 1 

1 foutieve herkenning 1 

spraakcommando's 

- door deze commando's te geven maakt U de verschillende 
pagina's en tekstannotaties zichtbaar en de spraak
annotaties hoorbaar. 

- rechtsboven op het scherm is het menu zichtbaar dat 
de op dat moment herkenbare spraakcommando's bevat. 

- links van het menu is het woord zichtbaar dat het 
laatst herkend werd. 
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- QDQfil het menu verschijnen eventuele mededelingen 
van het systeem. 

state 41 : "plaat 1 O" 

state 50: "plaat 21 O" 

bas isme nu 

lvolgendel 
lvongel 

lnummerl 

lpauzel 
lherhaall 
lverderl 

volgende: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken om de eerste en volgende 
annotaties te kiezen bij het begin van een nieuwe 
pagina, dus ook bij het begin van een sessie. 

- U kunt de annotaties kiezen in de volgorde waarin 
deze, zichtbaar als tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U bij de laatste annotatie bent aangekomen, 
zal met dit commando de eerste annotatie van dezelfde 
pagina hoorbaar worden gemaakt. 

~ 

- U kunt met dit commando de annotaties kiezen in de 
omgekeerde volgorde als waarin deze, zichtbaar als 
tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

nummer: 

- Wanneer U dit commando geeft, verschijnen 
de nummers van de annotaties op het scherm. 

- Daarna kunt U een annotatie kiezen door het 
nummer in te spreken. 

- Wanneer de annotatie met dit nummer niet 
bestaat, komt U terug bij het begin van 
de pagina waarmee U bezig was. 
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state 51: "plaat 22" 

~ 

- Dit commando is mogelij< tijdens het afspelen van 
een annotatie. 

- U kunt de annotatie weer starten met "verder", of 
opnieuw laten beginnen met "herhaal". 

herhaal: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken voor het opnieuw laten 
beginnen van een annotatie na het commando "pauze" . 

- Dit is mogelijk zowel tijdens als na het afspelen 
van een annotatie. 

verder: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken voor het 
verder laten afspelen van een annotatie na 
het commando "pauze". 

state 52: "plaat 23" 

pagina: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken om van pagina te 
wisselen. 

- U kiest een pagina door hierna het nummer te noemen. 

~ 

- Met dit commando beeincligt U het programma. 

state 42: "plaat 11" 

taakomschrijving voor het spraakannotatiesysteem 

- Het systeem bevat twee pagina's van een in het Engels 
geschreven rapport . 

- Bij het experiment moet U zich voorstellen, dat U 
deze pagina's heeft uitgetypt. 

- Hierna heeft de auteur de door U uitgetypte tekst op 
type- en andere fouten gecorrigeerd en op enkele 
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plaatsen aanvullingen en/of verbeteringen aangebracht. 

- Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de 
vorm van spraakannotaties. 

state 53: "plaat 17" 

lopdrachtl 

IEngelsl 

opdracht 

- Het is de bedoeling, dat U de annotaties bij elke 
bladzijde beluistert en dat U de voorgestelde ver
beteringen aanbrengt in de op papier gedrukte 
teksten. 

- Deze teksten zijn identiek aan de pagina's tekst op 
het beeldscherm. 

- Wanneer U ruimte te kort komt, kunt U op een apart 
blaadje doorgaan en dit aangeven met bijvoorbeeld een •. 

- Probeer zo ~ en zo ~ mogelijk te werken. 

- Succes! 

state 54: "plaat 18" 

- Het is niet de bedoeling, dat U lang nadenkt over 
de spelling van een woord dat gedicteerd wordt. 

- Mocht U twijfels hebben over de juiste spelling van 
een woord, dan kunt U het beste een vraagteken achter 
of in plaats van dat woord zetten. 

state 43: "plaat 12" 

foutieve-herkenning 

- Wanneer U tegelijk schri~t en spreekt. dient U 
duidelijk te blijven spreken. 

- Houd er rekening mee, dat het systeem wat traag 
reageert op de commando's. 
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- Probeer het commando uit te spreken zoals U het 
uitsprak bij het trainen van de spraakherkenner. 

- Wees met name bij korte commando's als: "ja", "een", 
"twee", "drie", "tien", enz. consequent in de uitspraak. 

- Wanneer een commando niet herkend wordt kunt U 
het beste proberen om opnieuw het commando in te 
spreken, zonodig een aantal malen. 

- Maak zo weinig mogelijk bijgeuiden. 

- Wanneer U toch nog problemen ondervindt, 
kunt U de proefleider raadplegen door 
middel van de intercom. 

state 31: "plaat 6" 

tekstannotatiesysteem 

De annotaties die gekozen worden verschijnen rechtsonder 
op het beeldscherm. 

1 spraakcommando's 1 

1 bas,smenu 1 

1 taakomschniving 1 

1 foutieve herkenning 1 

state 44: "plaat 13" 

spraakcommando ·s 

- door deze commando's te geven maakt U de verschillende 
pagina's en tekstannotaties zichtbaar. 

- rechtsboven op het scherm is het menu zichtbaar dat de 
op dat moment herkenbare spraakcommando's bevat. 

- links van het menu is het woord zichtbaar dat het 
laatst herkend werd. 

- Q.!lQfil het menu verschijnen eventuele mededelingen 
van het systeem. 
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state 55: "plaat 21" 
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bas isme nu 

lvolgendel 
lvongel 

lnummerl 

lpaqmal 
~ 

volgende: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken om de eerste en volgende 
annotaties te kiezen bij het begin van een nieuwe 
pagina, dus ook bij het begin van een sessie. 

- U kunt de annotaties kiezen in de volgorde waarin 
deze, zichtbaar als tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U bij de laatste annotatie bent aangekomen, 
zal met dit commando de eerste annotatie van dezelfde 
pagina op het scherm verschijnen. 

- U kunt met dit commando de annotaties kiezen in de 
omgekeerde volgorde als waarin deze, zichtbaar als 
tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

nummer: 

- Wanneer U dit commando geeft, verschijnen 
de nummers van de annotaties op het scherm. 

- Daarna kunt U een annotatie kiezen door het 
nummer in te spreken. 

- Wanneer de annotatie met dit nummer niet 
bestaat, komt U terug bij het begin van 
de pagina waarmee U bezig was. 

state 56: "plaat 24" 

- U kunt een extra annotatie zichtbaar maken, terwijl 
de vorige op het scherm blijft staan. 
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- Voor iedere extra annotatie die U wilt kiezen is het 
nodig het commando "extra" in te spreken. 

1 voorbeeld 1 

state 60: "plaat 25" 

voorbeeld 

- U wilt annotaties 1,2 en 4 tegelijk zichtbaar maken. 

- Dit kunt U doen door achtereenvolgens in te spreken: 
"nummer", "een", "extra", "volgende", "extra", "nummer", 
"vier" . 

- De annotaties 1, 2 en 4 verdwijnen van het scherm, 
wanneer U een nieuwe annotatie kiest zonder "extra" 
te zeggen. 

state 57: "plaat 23" 

pagina 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken om van pagina te 
wisselen. 

- U kiest een pagina door hierna het nummer te noemen. 

~ 
- Met dit commando beeindigt U het programma. 

state 46: "plaat 15" 

taakomschrijving voor het tekstannotatiesysteem: 

- Het systeem bevat twee pagina's uit een in het Engels 
geschreven rapport. 

- Bij het experiment moet U zich voorstellen, dat U 
deze pagina's heeft uitgetypt. 

- Hierna heeft de auteur de door U uitgetypte tekst op 
type- en andere fouten gecorrigeerd en op enkele 
plaatsen aanvullingen en/of verbeteringen aangebracht. 
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- Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de 
vorm van tekstannotaties. 

state 58: "plaat 19" 

looctracbtl 

1 Engels! 

opdracht 

- Het is de bedoeling, dat U de annotaties bij elke 
bladzijde leest en dat U de voorgestelde verbeteringen 
aanbrengt in de op papier gedrukte teksten. 

- Deze teksten zijn identiek aan de pagina's tekst op 
het beeldscherm. 

- Wanneer U ruimte te kort komt, kunt U op een apart 
blaadje doorgaan en dit aangeven met bijvoorbeeld een *. 

- Probeer zo goed en zo snel mogelijk te werken. 

- Succes! 

state 59: "plaat 20" 

- Het is niet erg als U de tekst inhoudelijk niet begrijpt, 
want daar gaat het in dit experiment niet om. 

state 47: "plaat 16" 

foutieve-herkenning 

- Houd er rekening mee, dat het systeem wat traag 
reageert op de commando's. 

- Probeer het commando uit te spreken zoals U het 
uitsprak bij het trainen van de spraakherkenner. 

- Wees met name bij korte commando's als : "ja", "een", 
"twee", "drie", "tien", enz. consequent in de uitspraak. 
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- Wanneer een commando niet herkend wordt, kunt U het 
beste proberen om opnieuw het commando in te spreken, 
zonodig een aantal malen. 

- Maak zo weinig mogelijk bijgeuiden. 

- Wanneer U toch nog problemen ondeNindt, 
kunt U de proefleider raadplegen door 
middel van de intercom. 
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U bevindt zich nu in het HELPSYSTEEM 

Uitleg over het gebruik van de muis 
van deze handleiding: 

U kunt de cursor over het scherm bewegen door de 
over de metalen plaat te schuiven. 

Wanneer U de muis optilt, blijft de cursor op 
het scherm op zijn oude plaats staan. 008 
U kunt de cursor gemakkelijker over een grote 
afstand bewegen, als U de muis optilt en vanaf 
een rand over de metalen plaat schuift. de "muis" 

- Een button is een rechthoek waarin een bepaald 
woord staat. 

- U kunt een button uitkiezen door de cursor in deze 
rechthoek te zetten. Als U op de rechterknop drukt 
komt de gevraagde informatie op het scherm. 

Wanneer U de voorgaande tekst terug wilt zien hoeft 
U geen button te kiezen, maar dient U alleen op de 
linkerknop te drukken. 

+ 
Om te beg i noen ki es: ... l __ h_a_n_d_l e_i d_i n_g __ __. 

- U keert terug naar het begin van de instructies, 
wanneer U de button "start" kiest. 

start 

llt] hu1d1ge locatie 

• vorige 1ocat1e(s) 

0) 
c.o 
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taakomschrijving voor het spraakannotatiesysteem: 

- Het systeem bevat twee pagina's uit een in het Engels 
geschreven rapport. 

- Bij het experiment moet U zich voorstellen, dat U 
deze pagina's heeft uitgetypt. 

- Hierna heeft de auteur de door U uitgetypte tekst op 
type- en andere fouten gecorrigeerd en op enkele 
plaatsen aanvullingen en/of verbeteringen aangebracht. 

- Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de 
vorm van spraakannotaties. 

start 

opdracht 

Engels 

+ 8] huidige locatie 

• vorige locatie(s) 

w 
0 
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volgende: 

- Dit commando kunt U gebruiken om de eerste en volgende 
annotaties te kiezen bij het begin van een nieuwe 
pagina, dus ook bij het begin van een sessie. 

- U kunt de annotaties kiezen in de volgorde waarin 
deze, zichtbaar als tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U bij de laatste annotatie bent aangekomen, 
zal met dit commando de eerste annotatie van dezelfde 
pagina hoorbaar worden gemaakt. 

+ 
vorig~: 

- U kunt met dit commando de annotaties kiezen in de 
omgekeerde volgorde als waarin deze, zichtbaar als 
tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

nummer: start 

- Wanneer U dit commando geeft, verschijnen 
de nummers van de annotaties op het scherm. 

- Daarna kunt U een annotatie kiezen door het 
nummer in te spreken. 

~ huidige locatie 

• vorige locatie(s) 

- Wanneer de annotatie met dit nummer niet 
bestaat, komt U terug bij het begin van 
de pagina waarmee U bezig was. 

2) Waarvoor dient het commando "nummer"? volgende 
vraag 

(.0 .... 
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APPENDIX H 

Contents of the instructions in the Speech 
version 

state 9: "ljkmuis" 

Dit is ultleg over het gebruik van de muis voor het doorlopen van deze handleid
ing: 

- U kunt de cursor over het scherm bewegen door de muis over de metalen 
plaat te schuiven. 

Wanneer U de muis optilt, blijft de cursor op het scherm op zijn oude plaats 
staan. 

U kunt de cursor gemakkelijker over een grote afstand bewegen, als U de 
muis optilt en vanaf een rand over de metalen plaat schuift . 

- Een button is een rechthoek waarin een bepaald woord staat. 

- U kunt een button uitkiezen door de cursor in deze rechthoek te zetten. 
Als U op de rechterknop drukt, krijgt U de gevraagde informatie te horen. 

Wanneer U deze tekst nog eens wilt horen, moet U dezelfde button kiezen. 
Dit is ook mogelijk tijdens het afspelen van de tekst. 

Wanneer U gedeelten van de afgespeelde tekst nog eens wilt horen, kunt U 
kiezen uit een van de buttons: een zin terug, twee zinnen terug of vier zinnen 
terug. · · 

Wanneer U het afspelen wilt onderbreken, moet U de button "stop" kiezen. 
Om dezelfde tekst verder af te laten spelen, verschijnt dan de button 
"afspelen" op het scherm. 

- Om te beginnen dient U de button: "handleiding" te kiezen 
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state 1 O: "Ijk 1 " 

Handleiding 

voor een experiment waarbij U annotaties bij een tekst 
kunt oproepen door middel van spraakcommando's 

state 20: "ljk2" 

inleiding 

U gaat beurtelings werken met twee annotatiesystemen: 

a) een systeem waarbij de annotaties als spraak hoorbaar zijn. 

b) een systeem waarbij de annotaties als tekst zichtbaar zijn. 

In beide gevallen bedient U het systeem via een spraakherkenner. 

state 21: "ljk3" 

Het .dQe.! van dit experiment is het ontdekken van voor- en nadelen voor iemand 
die al aanwezige tekst- annotaties moet ontvangen en verwerken ten opzichte 
van iemand die al aanwezige spraakannotaties moet ontvangen en verwerken. 

Verder willen we weten wat gebruikers vinden van bediening door middel van 
spraakcommando's in plaats van bediening via het toetsenbord. - - - - - - - - - -

state 22: "ljk4" 

Het programma van het experiment is: 

eerst : trainen 

dan volgt sessie 1 die bestaat uit: 
- oefenen en het experiment met spraakannotaties 

dan volgt sessie 2 die bestaat uit: 
- oefenen en het experiment met tekstannotaties 

tenslotte volgt er nog een enquete 
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state 32: "Ijk?" 

Het tra.in.en 

is nodig, omdat de spraakherkenner de stem van iedere proefpersoon moet 
kunnen herkennen. 

state 33: "ljk8" 

De enguete bevat vragen over hoe U het vindt om spraakcommando's te 
gebruiken. 

state 30: "ljk5" 

spraakannotatiesysteem 

De annotaties zijn ingesproken en opgeslagen in het geheugen van een com
puter. 

U kunt ze beluisteren via een oortelefoon. 

state 40: "ljk9" 

spraakcommando's 

- door spraakcommando's te geven maakt U de verschillende pagina's en 
tekstannotaties zichtbaar en de spraak- annotaties hoorbaar. 

- rechtsboven op het scherm is het menu zichtbaar dat de op dat moment herk
enbare spraakcommando's bevat. 

- links van het menu is het woord zichtbaar dat het laatst herkend werd. 

-~ het menu verschijnen eventuele mededelingen van het systeem. 

state 41: "Ijk 1 O" 

basismenu 

volgende, vorige, nummer 

pauze, herhaal, verder 

pagina, einde 
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state 50: "ljk21 O" 

- Het commando volgende kunt U gebruiken om de eerste en volgende annota
ties te kiezen bij het begin van een nieuwe pagina, dus ook bij het begin van 
een sessie. 

- U kunt de annotaties kiezen in de volgorde waarin deze, zichtbaar als tek
entjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U bij de laatste annotatie bent aangekomen, zal met commando 
"volgende" de eerste annotatie van dezelfde pagina hoorbaar worden 
gemaakt. 

- Met het commando ~ kunt U de annotaties kiezen in de omgekeerde vol
gorde als waarin deze, zichtbaar als tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U het commando nummer geeft, verschijnen de nummers van de 
annotaties op het scherm. 

- Daarna kunt U een annotatie kiezen door het nummer in te spreken. 

- Wanneer de annotatie met dit nummer niet bestaat, komt U terug bij het begin 
van de pagina waarmee U bezig was. 

state 51: "ljk22" 

- Het commando ~ is mogelijk tijdens het afspelen van een annotatie. 

- U kunt de annotatie weer starten met "verder", of opnieuw laten beginnen met 
"herhaal". 

- Het commando herhaal kunt U gebruiken voor het opnieuw laten beginnen 
van een annotatie na het commando "pauze". 

- Dit is mogelijk zowel tijdens als na het afspelen van een annotatie. 

- Het commando wd.e.r kunt U gebruiken voor het verder laten afspelen van 
een annotatie na het commando "pauze". 

state 52: "ljk23" 

- Het commando Qagin.a kunt U gebruiken om van pagina te wisselen. 

- U kiest een pagina door hierna het nummer te noemen. 

- Met het commando ~ beeindigt U het programma. 
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state 42: "Ijk 11 " 

taakomschrijving voor het spraakamotatiesysteem 

- Het systeem bevat twee pagina's van een in het Engels geschreven rapport. 

- Bij het experiment moet U zich voorstellen, dat U deze pagina's heeft uitge-
typt . 

- Hierna heeft de auteur de door U uitgetypte tekst op type- en andere fouten 
gecorrigeerd en op enkele plaatsen aanvullingen en/of verbeteringen aange
bracht. 

- Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de vorm van spraakannota
ties. 

state 53: "ljk17" 

opdracht 

- Het is de bedoeling, dat U de annotaties bij elke bladzijde beluistert en dat U 
de voorgestelde ver- beteringen aanbrengt in de op papier gedrukte teksten. 

- Deze teksten zijn identiek aan de pagina's tekst op het beeldscherm. 

- Wanneer U ruimte te kort komt, kunt U op een apart blaadje doorgaan en dit 
aangeven met bijvoorbeeld een *. 

- Probeer zo gQgt en zo ~ mogelijk te werken. 

- Succes! 

state 54: "Ijk 18" 

~ 

- Het is niet de bedoeling, dat U lang nadenkt over de spelling van een woord 
dat gedicteerd wordt. 

- Mocht U twi~els hebben over de juiste spelling van een woord, dan kunt U het 
beste een vraagteken achter of in plaats van dat woord zetten. 
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state 43: "ljk12" 

foutieve-herkenning 

- Wanneer U tegelijk schrijft en spreekt, dient U duidelijk te blijven spreken. 

- Houd er rekening mee, dat het systeem wat traag reageert op de 
commando's. 

- Probeer het commando uit te spreken zoals U het uitsprak bij het trainen van 
de spraakherkenner. 

- Wees met name bij korte commando's als : "ja", "een", "twee", "drie", "tien", 
enz. consequent in de uitspraak. 

- Wanneer een commando niet herkend wordt kunt U het beste proberen om 
opnieuw het commando in te spreken, zonodig een aantal malen. 

- Maak zo weinig mogelijk bijgeuiden. 

- Wanneer U toch nog problemen ondervindt, kunt U de proefleider raadplegen 
door middel van de intercom. 

state 31 : "ljk6" 

tekstannotatiesysteem 

De annotaties die gekozen worden verschijnen rechtsonder op het beeldscherm. 

state 44: "Ijk 13" 

spraakcommando's 

- door deze commando's te geven maakt U de verschillende pagina's en 
tekstannotaties zichtbaar. 

- rechtsboven op het scherm is het menu zichtbaar dat de op dat moment herk
enbare spraakcommando's bevat. 

- links van het menu is het woord zichtbaar dat het laatst herkend werd. 

- onder het menu verschijnen eventuele mededelingen van het systeem. 



state 45: "ljk14" 

state 55: "ljk21" 
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basismenu 

volgende, vorige, nummer 

extra 

pagina, einde 

- Het commando volgende kunt U gebruiken om de eerste en volgende annota
ties te kiezen bij het begin van een nieuwe pagina, dus ook bij het begin van 
een sessie. 

- U kunt de annotaties kiezen in de volgorde waarin deze, zichtbaar als tek
entjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U bij de laatste annotatie bent aangekomen, zal met het commando 
"volgende" de eerste annotatie van dezelfde pagina op het scherm ver
schijnen. 

- Met het commando ~ kunt U de annotaties kiezen in de omgekeerde vol
gorde als waarin deze, zichtbaar als tekentjes, op het scherm staan. 

- Wanneer U het commando nummer geeft, verschijnen de nummers van de 
annotaties op het scherm. 

- Daarna kunt U een annotatie kiezen door het nummer in te spreken. 

- Wanneer de annotatie met dit nummer niet bestaat, komt U terug bij het begin 
van de pagina waarmee U bezig was. 

state 56: "ljk24" 

- Met het commando~ kunt U een extra annotatie zichtbaar maken, terwijl 
de vorige op het scherm blijft staan. 

- Voor iedere extra annotatie die U wilt kiezen is het nodig het commando 
"extra" in te spreken. 

state 60: "ljk25" 

voorbeeld 

- Stel U wilt annotaties 1,2 en 4 tegelijk zichtbaar maken. 
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- Dit kunt U doen door achtereenvolgens in te spreken: "nummer", "een", 
"extra", "volgende", "extra", "nummer", "vier". 

- De annotaties 1, 2 en 4 verdwijnen van het scherm, wanneer U een nieuwe 
annotatie kiest zonder "extra" te zeggen. 

state 57: "ljk23" 

- Het commando Qfilling kunt U gebruiken om van pagina te wisselen. 

- U kiest een pagina door hierna het nummer te noemen. 

- Met het commando ~ beeindigt U het programma. 

state 46: "Ijk 15" 

taakomschrijving voor het tekstannotatiesysteem: 

- Het systeem bevat twee pagina's uit een in het Engels geschreven rapport. 

- Bij het experiment moet U zich voorstellen, dat U deze pagina's heeft uitge-
typt . 

- Hierna heeft de auteur de door U uitgetypte tekst op type- en andere fouten 
gecorrigeerd en op enkele plaatsen aanvullingen en/of verbeteringen aange
bracht. 

- Deze correcties zijn in het systeem opgeslagen in de vorm van tekstannota
ties. 

state 58: "ljk19" 

opdracht 

- Het is de bedoeling, dat U de annotaties bij elke bladzijde leest en dat U de 
voorgestelde verbeteringen aanbrengt in de op papier gedrukte teksten. 

- Deze teksten zijn identiek aan de pagina's tekst op het beeldscherm. 

- Wanneer U ruimte te kort komt, kunt U op een apart blaadje doorgaan en dit 
aangeven met bijvoorbeeld een •. 

- Probeer zo gQgQ en zo ~ mogelijk te werken. 
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- Succes! 

state 59: "ljk20" 

~ 

- Het is niet erg als U de tekst inhoudelijk niet begrijpt, want daar gaat het in dit 
experiment niet om. 

state 47: "ljk16" 

foutieve-herkenning 

- Houd er rekening mee, dat het systeem wat traag reageert op de 
commando's. 

- Probeer het commando uit te spreken zoals U het uitsprak bij het trainen van 
de spraakherkenner. 

- Wees met name bij korte commando's als: "ja", "een", "twee", "drie", "tien", 
enz. consequent in de uitspraak. 

- Wanneer een commando niet herkend wordt, kunt U het beste proberen om 
opnieuw het commando in te spreken, zonodig een aantal malen. 

- Maak zo weinig mogelijk bijgeuiden. 

- Wanneer U toch nog problemen ondervindt, kunt U de proefleider raadplegen 
door middel van de intercom. 
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handleiding 

huidige locatie 

vorige locatie(s) 

inleiding 

doel 

programna 

spraakannotatiesysteem 

tekstannotatiesystP.em 

trainen 

enquete 

spraakcorrmando ' s 

basismenu 

taakanschrijving 

foutieve herkenning 

spraakcorrmando's 

basismenu 

taakanschrijving 

foutieve herkenning 

volgende/vorige/nr 

pauze/herhaal/verde 

pagina/einde 

opdracht 

Engels 

volgende/vorige/nr 

e><tra 

pagina/einde 

opdracht 

Engels 

voorbeeld 

stop 

één zin terug 

twee zinnen terug 

vier zinnen terug 

.... 
0 .... 
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l:lutton huidige locatie 

vorige locatie(s) 

doel 

s praakannotattesys teem 

tekstannotatiesy~teem 

taakCJT1schr i ving 

foutieve herkenning 

17) Wat moet U in het tekstannotatiesysteem 
met behulp van spraakcommando's doen? 

volgende 
vraag 

stop 

één zin terug 

twee zinnen terug 

vier zinnen terug 




